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EXPONENTIAL MIXING FOR FRAME FLOWS FOR
CONVEX COCOMPACT HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS
DALE WINTER
Abstract. The aim of this paper is to establish exponential mixing
of frame flow for the measure of maximal entropy on a convex cocom-
pact hyperbolic manifold. Consequences include results on the decay of
matrix coefficients and on effective equidistribution of holonomies. The
main technical point is a spectral bound on certain “twisted” transfer
operators, which we obtain by building on Dolgopyat’s framework. This
extends and strengthens earlier work of Dolgopyat, Stoyanov, Pollicott,
and others.
1. introduction
We write G := SO(n, 1)+ for the orientation preserving isometry group
of real hyperbolic n-space Hn. We seek to understand discrete subgroups
Γ < G with their associated hyperbolic manifolds X := Γ\Hn. Standard
questions in this setting include
(1) Orbit counting: for a fixed base point o ∈ Hn and T ∈ R, how many
orbit points Γo lie within distance T of o?
(2) Counting geodesics: how many closed geodesics are there on X of
length less than T ?
(3) Representation Theory: for the G-representation L2(Γ\G) and unit
vectors v,w ∈ L2(Γ\G), can we say anything about the matrix co-
efficients 〈v, g · w〉 as g →∞ in G?
When Γ is a lattice in G (that is when X has finite hyperbolic volume) these
questions are by now classical (see [9, 17, 12], for example). We are therefore
interested in the case of non-lattices or, equivalently, infinite area hyperbolic
surfaces. Unfortunately the class of all infinite area hyperbolic manifold
class seems to be far too broad to be tractable. Instead we shall focus
on on groups and manifolds that are “convex-cocompact”, which is to say
that the non-wandering set for their geodesic flows should be compact (see
subsection 2.2 for details). The advantage of working with convex cocompact
groups is that compactness of the non-wandering set allows certain tools
from hyperbolic dynamics to be applied in a straightforward fashion. This
observation underlies work of Lalley, Naud, Stoyanov, and others [15, 21, 32]
on which we build.
Our aim is to to prove three theorems, which we now describe. Suppose
that Γ < G is a Zariski dense convex cocompact subgroup and write K
1
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for the maximal compact subgroup of G stabilizing some base point o ∈
H
n, so that G/K = Hn. Let A = {at : t ∈ R} denote a one parameter
diagonalizable subgroup of G and let M = ZK(A) be the centralizer of A in
K. It is well known that Γ\G and Γ\G/M correspond to the orthonormal
frame bundle and the unit tangent bundle over Γ\Hn respectively. The
right action of A on Γ\G and Γ\G/M correspond to the frame flow and
geodesic flow respectively. Reparametrizing A if necessary we assume that
the geodesic flow so obtained proceeds at unit speed.
The Haar measure on Γ\G can be difficult to work with, being non-ergodic
and totally dissipative whenever Γ is a convex-cocompact non-lattice. In-
stead we work with the (unique) measure of maximal entropy mBMS for the
A action on Γ\G/M . This approach grew out of work of Bowen, Margulis,
and Sullivan, and is well described in Roblin’s thesis [29]. Abusing notation
slightly we also write mBMS for the M invariant lift of mBMS to Γ\G. We
write δ = δ(Γ) ∈ (0, n− 1) for the critical exponent of Γ or, equivalently, for
the topological entropy of (Γ\G/M, at).
The dynamical formulation of our main result is as exponential mixing
for mBMS.
Theorem 1.1. The at action is exponentially mixing for m
BMS: There
exists η > 0 and k ∈ N such that for any compactly supported functions
φ,ψ ∈ Ck(Γ\G) that are k-times continuously differentiable we have∫
G\G
φ(gat)ψ(g)dm
BMS(g) = mBMS(φ)mBMS(ψ) +O(||φ||Ck ||ψ||Cke
−ηt).
as t → ∞: here Ck denotes the usual Ck norm with respect to the left
invariant metric on G.
Remark The main term here already appears in work of Parry-Pollicott
[27]. For functions invariant under the rightM -action on Γ\G the error term
is due to Stoyanov [32] building on work of Dolgopyat [7]. Our approach is
to extend their ideas to general (non M -invariant) functions.
Throughout this paper we will concentrate on smooth functions. In fact,
though, a relatively simple convolutional argument, apparently going back
to C.C. Moore and M. Ratner and generalized by Kleinbock and Margulis
in [13, Appendix], extends the result to Ho¨lder functions.
Corollary 1.2. The estimate of Theorem 1.1 holds so long as φ,ψ are
Ho¨lder; in this case the Ck norms in the error term should be replaced with
appropriate Ho¨lder norms, while the decay exponent η will depend upon the
Ho¨lder class.
This corollary follows from Theorem 1.1 by choosing a sequence of ap-
proximations φǫ, ψǫ for φ,ψ as in, for example, [11, Lemma 2.4], applying
Theorem 1.1 to the correlation function of φǫ, ψǫ, and then setting ǫ to shrink
exponentially in t, in the style of (7.7).
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Using Roblin’s transverse intersection argument, this can be rephrased as
a statement on the decay of matrix coefficients for the Haar measure dg on
Γ\G.
Theorem 1.3. There exists η > 0 and k ∈ N such that for any compactly
supported functions φ,ψ ∈ Ck(Γ\G) we have an explicit constant C(φ,ψ)
such that∫
Γ\G
φ(gat)ψ(g)dg = C(φ,ψ)e
(δ−n+1)t +O(||φ||Ck ||ψ||Cke
(δ−n+1−η)t).
as t→∞. The constant is given in terms of the Burger-Roblin measures of
φ,ψ. Note that the implicit constant here depends on the supports of φ,ψ.
Stoyanov’s work, together with the transverse intersection argument, is
sufficient to prove this for M -invariant functions, so the novelty is that we
do not restrict to trivial M -type. One can also extend to Ho¨lder functions.
Some care is needed here; if we try to pass directly from Theorem 1.3 to the
corollary below there are difficulties. See subsection 7.1 instead.
Corollary 1.4. The estimate of Theorem 1.3 extends to all Ho¨lder func-
tions; the smooth norms in the error term should then be replaced by Ho¨lder
norms, and the decay exponent depends on the Ho¨lder class of φ,ψ.
These results are also known by representation theoretic methods for ge-
ometrically finite groups Γ with δ(Γ) > (n − 2) [18]. There are some chal-
lenges to extending their approach to smaller δ, however. In the range
(n − 1)/2 < δ < n − 2, Mohammadi-Oh’s argument provides these results
conditional on the non-spherical spectral gap conjecture, [18, Corollary 1.2].
In the case 0 < δ ≤ (n − 1)/2 the representation theoretic path seems
completely blocked by existence of continuous spectrum for the hyperbolic
Laplacian, so the results here appear to be entirely new. Shifting to our
approach, which is based in dynamical systems rather than representation
theory, allows us to deal easily with very sparse groups with small critical
exponent; the downside to our approach is that it makes cusps more difficult
to deal with.
There is a well established framework relating mixing properties on the
one hand with counting or equidistribution questions on the other [17, 9, 8,
29, 23, 14, 18]. For our current setting of holonomies in Γ\G this theory
was developed in work of Margulis-Mohammadi-Oh [19]. Their arguments
will allow us to rephrase our result as an equidistribution statement for
holonomies. For any closed geodesic α on Γ\Hn of length ℓ(α) we have an
associated holonomy class h(α), which is a conjugacy class in M . Denote
by G(T ) the collection of primitive closed geodesics in Γ\Hn with length less
than T . Since the holonomy associated to a closed geodesic is only defined
up to conjugation in M , the appropriate notion of equidistribution is with
respect to class functions, that is, with respect to functions on M that are
constant on conjugacy classes.
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Theorem 1.5. There exists η > 0 such that for any smooth class function
φ on M
∑
α∈G(T )
φ(h(α)) = li(eδT )
∫
M
φ(m)dm+O(e(δ−η)T ).
1.1. Sketch of proof. Our main aim is to prove Theorem 1.1; from there
Theorem 1.3 follows in a well established manner recounted in Section 7.
From Theorem 1.3 one then deduces Theorem 1.5 by the arguments of
Margulis-Mohammadi-Oh [19].
Now to the proof of Theorem 1.1. There is a well established framework
in place to prove this kind of result. From the flow (Γ\G/M, at) one first
constructs a space Uˆ and an expanding map σ : Uˆ → Uˆ . Associated to the
expanding maps we then have a family of so-called transfer operators. In
our case, because we want to study the compact group extension Γ\G over
the geodesic flow Γ\G/M , we are led to study transfer operators that have
been twisted by representations of the compact group M . The well-worn
arguments of Section 3 then establish that our exponential mixing result
will follow as soon as we can prove certain spectral bounds for these transfer
operators; see Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 3.14.
At this stage we are left trying to prove the spectral bounds described in
Theorem 3.12. This type of bound was studied by Dolgopyat [7], and we
follow his machinery. The challenges of using his work in our case are firstly
the fractal nature of the limit set Λ(Γ) (see (2.1)) and secondly the twist in
our transfer operators coming from the M -representation.
The necessary pre-requisites for Dolgopyat’s arguments are addressed in
Sections 5 and 4. The purpose of Section 5 is to assert that the summand
terms in the definition of the transfer operator (see (3.10)) are in some sense
rapidly oscillating. This rapid oscillation is later used to show that there is
cancellation amongst those summand terms at least on a “reasonably dense”
set.
The other pre-requisite for Dolgopyat’s argument is a density statement
for the limit set, establishing that the intersection of Λ(Γ) with any “reason-
ably dense” set is itself large. This is addressed in Section 4; it’s analogous
to the triadic intersection property discussed by Naud [21] and Stoyanov.
Given the pre-requisites described in the previous two paragraphs, it
might seem like we’re almost done. We want spectral bounds for transfer
operators: we know that the summand terms admit cancellation on a large
set, and we know that that large set meets the limit set (where the interest-
ing dynamics happens). One just needs to put those pre-requisites together
to get spectral bounds. That synthesis turns out to be much more intricate
than one might expect. Happily the difficulties at this stage are technical
rather than conceptual; now that we have the pre-requisites framed appro-
priately, we can follow the original argument of Dolgopyat and complete the
proof.
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2. Notation and background
2.1. Notation and the structure of SO(n, 1). We retain the notation of
the introduction. G will denote the identity component SO(n, 1)+ acting
isometrically on hyperbolic n-space Hn. We choose a base point o ∈ Hn
and a unit tangent vector w0 ∈ ToH
n. Then the stabilizer K of o is a
maximal compact subgroup of G and is isomorphic to SO(n). It contains
the stabilizer M of w0, which is isomorphic to SO(n− 1). We identify
G/K = Hn and G/M = T1(Hn).
We can choose a one paramater diagonalizable subgroup A = {at : t ∈ R}
such that M and A commute, and such that the right at action on G/M =
T1(Hn) corresponds to unit speed geodesic flow. We denote by N+ and N−
the unstable and stable horospherical subgroups respectively:
N± = {h ∈ G : atha−t → e as t→ ±∞}.
They are commutative groups isomorphic to Rn−1 and are normalized by
M and AM .
The geodesic flow or at action on G/M is the canonical example of a
hyperbolic dynamical system: the strong stable (unstable) manifolds for
w = gM are given by
W ss(w) = wMN− and W su(w) = wMN+
respectively. The weak stable and unstable manifolds are
Wws(w) = wMAN− and Wwu(w) = wMAN+.
2.2. Convex cocompact subgroups of G. We want to study discrete
subgroups Γ < G via the dynamics (or representation theory) of Γ\G. When
Γ is a lattice (that is, when Γ < G has finite covolume) we have excellent
tools available to do this [9, ?], so our focus now is on groups that are Zariski
dense but sparse, having infinite covolume in SO(n, 1).
It seems to be very difficult to understand sparse groups in full generality.
Certain sub-classes, however, seem more tractable: the simplest of these are
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convex cocompact groups and, more generally, geometrically finite groups
(see [2]). For now we focus on convex cocompact groups, as they are the
ones most easily amenable to our proof techniques.
A discrete Zariski dense torsion free subgroup Γ < G is said to be convex
cocompact if the non-wandering set Ω for the geodesic flow on Γ\G/M is
compact. We will observe the additional convention that convex cocompact
subgroups should be non-lattices. The advantage of the convex cocompact-
ness assumption for our purposes is that all the interesting dynamics for the
geodesic flow happens on a compact set. As is widely known, this allows
application of tools from the study of Anosov systems.
2.3. Limit sets and critical exponents. For a discrete subgroup Γ < G
we have the limit set
(2.1) Λ = Λ(Γ) = {accumulations points of Γo in ∂(Hn)}.
This is easily seen to be independent of the choice of base point o ∈ Hn.
It is typically a fractal subset of the boundary, whose Hausdorff dimension
we denote by δ = δ(Γ) ∈ [0, n − 1]. We can think of δ as a measure of how
sparse Γ is in G: if Γ is very sparse then Λ is small and δ is close to zero; if
Γ is “thick” (almost a lattice) then Λ is large and δ will be close to n − 1,
which is the Hausdorff dimension of ∂Hn.
Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume that
Γ < G is convex cocompact and Zariski dense.
Remark For Γ convex cocompact and Zariski dense we actually have δ(Γ) ∈
(0, n− 1): this follows from existence of a unique Patterson-Sullivan density
of dimension δ on Λ(Γ) in this case, and from finiteness of the measures of
maximal entropy. These questions are discussed at greater length in Section
7.
2.4. Previous successes of a dynamical approach. Our approach will
be to view the geodesic flow on the non-wandering set Ω as a hyperbolic
dynamical system and to apply the thermodynamic formalism. The general
achievements of this viewpoint are too numerous to recount here, but there
have in particular been many successes in areas related to our current inter-
ests: Lalley [15] used these techniques to understand orbit counting ques-
tions for thin subgroups of SL2(R); Naud [21] refined Lalley’s work to give
precise error estimates; Bourgain-Gamburd-Sarnak [3] combined the ther-
modynamic formalism with expander graph techniques to explore number
theoretic aspects of thin group orbits; Stoyanov [32] used thermodynamic
techniques to obtain exponential mixing of the geodesic flow on Γ\G/M for
convex cocompact groups (amongst other systems).
In amongst these beautiful and powerful ideas we should emphasize the
focus of our current discussion: we want to understand holonomies as in
Theorem 1.5 with good error terms. This requires a good quantitative un-
derstanding of Γ\G rather than Γ\G/M , so we are working with compact
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group extensions of a hyperbolic system. The qualitative understanding of
Γ\G is provided by work of Parry-Pollicott [27] or Brin [5]. The quantitative
understanding of the base space Γ\G/M is provided by Stoyanov [32] using
ideas of Dolgopyat [7]. Our task is in some sense to provide a synthesis of
the Parry-Pollicott/Brin and Stoyanov/Dolgopyat approaches.
The current work could reasonably be regarded as a partner paper to [25],
which described similar ideas in the setting of holomorphic dynamics.
2.5. Further connections. The aim of this paper is to describe how Dol-
gopyat’s ideas can be used to give exponential decay of correlations for a
compact group extension of a hyperbolic flow. In fact, though, the same
ideas should give much more.
Firstly, one should be able to deduce a central limit theorem for the at
action from the results of this paper.
Secondly, it is often useful for number theoretic applications to understand
how the exponent in the error term of Theorem 1.1 changes on passage to
a finite index subgroup of Γ′ < Γ. Equivalently one asks how the mixing
rate changes on passage to a finite cover of our given convex-cocompact
hyperbolic manifold. As in [20], one would expect to be able to answer these
questions by combining our current discussion with an analysis of expander
graph properties of the covering map data. By carrying out this synthesis
one would expect to recover the sieve/number theoretic results of [18].
Finally, it is reasonable to hope that our current discussion should con-
tribute to a proof of the non-spherical spectral gap conjecture of Mohammadi-
Oh [18, Conjecture 1.2].
3. Suspension space models and transfer operators
Our aim is to use ideas from the thermodynamic formalism to understand
representation theoretic properties of Γ\G. In this section we build the
appropriate model for the A action on Γ\G, construct the required transfer
operators, and describe how spectral bounds for these transfer operators will
give the main results we want. Experts in the thermodynamic approach will
(hopefully) find few surprises in this section, but we will attempt an account
for the uninitiated nonetheless.
We first recall the basic properties of Markov sections and outline a par-
ticular construction, with certain special properties. These will later be used
to give extra control of oscillatory properties of smooth functions
3.1. Markov sections. Under our running assumptions, the non-wandering
set Ω of Γ\G/M is a compact A-invariant set, and forms a hyperbolic set
for the flow. For a point z ∈ Ω and small sets U (respectively S) contained
in the strong unstable manifold W su(z) ∩ Ω (respectively the strong stable
manifold W ss(z) ∩ Ω) through z we have a rectangle given by
[U,S] = {[u, s] = the unique local intersection of W ss(u) ∩Wwu(s) : u ∈ U, s ∈ S}.
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Abusing notation slightly we write [u, S] := [{u}, S] and [U, s] := [U, {s}] for
elements u ∈ U and s ∈ S.
Given a finite collection of points zi ∈ Ω with 1 ≤ i ≤ k0 and small pieces
zi ∈ Ui (respectively zi ∈ Si) of W
su(zi) ∩ Ω (respectively W
ss(zi) ∩ Ω) we
form the rectangles Ri = [Ui, Si] ∋ zi. Write
U = ∪Ui, S = ∪Si, R = ∪Ri
for the unions. We say that the collection of rectangles {Ri, i = 1, . . . , k0}
is a Markov section of size ǫ > 0 for the flow if they are disjoint and
• each of the sets Ui, Si, Ri is compact of diameter at most ǫ;
• each set Ui is equal to the closure of it’s interior U
o
i in Ω ∩W
su(zi);
• each set Si is equal to the closure of it’s interior S
o
i in Ω ∩W
ss(zi);
• the first return map P : R :=
∐
Ri → R satisfies
(1) P([Uoi , s]) ⊃ [U
o
j , s
′] and
(2) [u, Soi ] ⊂ P
−1([u, Soj ])
whenever P([u, s]) = [u′, s′] with u, u′, s, s′ in the interiors of Ui, Uj , Si, Sj
respectively;
• Ω = Ra[0,ǫ];
• for every pair i 6= j either Ria[0,ǫ] ∩Rj = ∅ or Rja[0,ǫ] ∩Ri = ∅.
The existence of Markov sections of arbitrarily small size is a consequence
of ideas of Bowen [4] and Ratner [28]. As written their arguments apply to
the case of a compact manifold, however it is well understood that the same
results hold in our setting. One reference is work of Pollicott [26], who
gave an account of Bowen’s argument for Smale flows; the process is to start
with a relatively general cross section to the flow, and then within that cross
section to build rectangles satisfying the Markov properties. The flexibility
in choosing a cross section will be important to us since we will need to pick
a cross section that lies in a smooth submanifold to utilize the smoothness
properties of the functions under consideration.
The Markov section provides a model for the flow as follows. We write
τ : R → R+ for the first return time map (so that P(x) = xaτ(x)), and
define the equivalence relation
(x, t+ τ(x)) ∼ (P(x), t)
on R× R. We write
Rτ := R× R/ ∼ .
Then the map π : R×R→ Γ\G/M given by (x, t) 7→ xat is a semi-conjugacy
intertwining the flow Gs(x, t) := (x, t+ s) and the geodesic flow.
The model Rτ is unpleasant to work with; in particular the map P is
not continuous on boundaries P−1(Ri) ∩ P−1(Rj). To work around this we
restrict our flow to a large subset of Rτ . More precisely we write
Rˆ := {x ∈ R : Pk(x) ∈
∐
[Uoj , S
o
j ] for all k ∈ Z}.
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This is a residual subset of R, and Rˆτ = (Rˆ × R/ ∼) ⊂ Rτ is therefore a
flow invariant residual subset. The restriction of π : Rτ → Γ\G/M to Rˆτ
is then continuous and bijective. The image π(Rˆτ ) has full BMS measure,
which makes this model suitable for addressing mixing questions.
This isn’t quite the model we will work with: firstly it’s a model for geo-
desic flow rather than frame flow; secondly it is both possible and beneficial
to replace the hyperbolic map (Rˆ,P) with an expanding map (Uˆ , σ); finally
many of our later arguments will need a degree of smoothness, which isn’t
available here. We will address these refinements one by one in the rest
of this section, but first we need to translate the BMS measure into this
language.
3.2. Equilibrium states and the measure of maximal entropy. We
refer to Chernov [6, Section 4] for relevant background information. Both the
discrete time system (Rˆ,P) and the continuous time system (Rˆτ ,Gt) carry
interesting measures. For a Lipschitz function f on Rˆ define the pressure of
f to be the supremum
Pr(f) = sup
µ
(
entropyν(P) +
∫
fdν
)
over all P-invariant probability measures on Rˆ. In fact there is a unique
probability measure νf that achieves this supremum; it is called the f equi-
librium state. For our purposes the interesting example is ν := ν−δτ .
Our interest in ν comes from its connection to the measure of maximal
entropy. We form a probability measure 1∫
τdν
dν × dt on Rˆτ . This is flow
invariant, gives the unique measure of maximal entropy for the flow Gt on
Rˆτ , and has measure theoretic entropy δ. It follows that the normalized
pushforward
1∫
τdν
π∗ (dν × dt) = m
BMS
coincides with the BMS measure on Γ\G.
3.3. A model for frame flow. The frame bundle Γ\G forms a principalM
bundle over Γ\G/M . We build a section F of this bundle over R as follows.
First trivialize the bundle over each zi by choosing a frame at each point.
We extend the trivialization first to all of Ui by demanding that our choices
of frame over u ∈ Ui all be backward asymptotic to that over zi. Similarly
we extend the choice to all of Ri by demanding F ([u, s]) and F ([u, s
′]) be
forwards asymptotic whenever u ∈ Ui and s, s
′ ∈ Si.
Definition Similar to the first return time τ we have a holonomy map
θ : R→M with the property that
(3.1) F (x)aτ(x) = F (P(x))θ(x)
−1
Lemma 3.1. The functions τ , θ are constant along strong stable leaves.
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Proof. That τ is constant along strong stable leaves in Ri comes precisely
from the Markov property. Also, θ is constant along strong stable leaves in
Ri by the properties of the section F . 
Notation 3.2. We write Φ(x) := aτ(x)θ(x) ∈ AM ; this will save space
later. We will denote the ergodic sums and products by
τ (n)(x) =
n−1∑
0
τ(Pj(x)), θ(n)(x) = θ(x)θ(P(x)) . . . θ(Pn−1(x))
and
Φ(n)(x) = Φ(x)Φ(P(x)) . . .Φ(Pn−1(x))
Remark The functions Φ are strongly related to Brin-Pesin moves, as will
be made precise in Lemma 5.1. The details of this correspondence arise out
of our particular choice of Markov section R and out of the choice of the
framing F .
We have a map Rˆ × R → Γ\G/M, (x, t) 7→ xat. We want to extend
this to a map Rˆ × R × M → Γ\G, (x, t, θ) 7→ F (x)atθ. Then we have
(x, τ(x), e) 7→ F (x)aτ(x) = F (P(x))θ
−1(x) = (P(x), 0, θ−1(x)). Hence we
define an equivalence relation ∼ on Rˆ× R×M such that
(x, τ(x), e) ∼ (P(x), 0, θ−1(x)).
To summarize, we have a model for the frame flow: let
(3.2) Rˆτ,θ := Rˆ×M ×R/ ∼
where ∼ is the relation generated by
(3.3) ([u, s], t+ τ(u), θ) ∼ (P([u, s]), t, θ−1(u)θ).
This system has an obvious flow which we shall denote
Gt(x, s, θ) = (x, s+ t, θ).
3.4. Semiflows, and expanding maps. Next we describe the usual method
for replacing the hyperbolic map P : R 7→ R with an expanding map. De-
note
σ = projS ◦ P : U → U
for the map given by first including U into R, then applying P, and finally
projecting back to U along stable leaves. We want to think of σ as an
expanding map on U ; unfortunately it is discontinuous as written, so we
need a little more care.
Like the residual subset Rˆ ⊂ R we have also a residual subset
Uˆ := {u ∈ U : σk(u) is an interior point of U for all k ∈ Z≥0}.
The point is that Uˆ is a large σ invariant set on which σ is continuous.
Notation 3.3. Abusing notation slightly, we will also write ν for the pro-
jection of the equilibrium state ν from Rˆ to Uˆ .
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Definition Let
(3.4) Uˆ τ,θ = Uˆ ×M × R≥0/ ∼
where ∼ now denotes the relation generated by
(3.5) (u, t+ τ(u), θ) ∼ (σ(u), t, θ(u)−1θ).
This space also has a natural semi-flow which we also denote by Gt. Ex-
ponential mixing of this semi-flow will imply exponential mixing of Rˆτ,θ by
a hyperbolicity argument - see Lemma 3.13. On the other hand we will see
later in this section that spectral bounds for certain transfer operators imply
exponential mixing of Uˆ τ,θ.
Before that we must address one last technical point: a priori Uˆ is only
a topological space, while our later arguments will require us to think of it
as a smooth manifold. The point, of course, is that the complicated set Uˆ
is naturally embedded into the union of the manifolds ziN
+. Our next task
is to make this precise.
3.5. Smooth structure for U, θ, and τ . We want to do calculus on U, θ,
and τ ; this is messy, since U is fractal in nature. We now recall how to
embed everything into a smooth manifold and deal with that technicality.
Notation 3.4. We will write Trij = 1 whenever P[U
o
i , S
o
i ] meets [U
o
j , S
o
j ],
and Trij = 0 else. This gives a k0 × k0 matrix of zeros and ones which we
call the transition matrix.
We take this opportunity to fix one more piece of notation.
Notation 3.5. We say a sequence i1 . . . il ∈ {1 . . . k0}
l is admissible if
Trij ,ij+1 = 1 for each j = 1 . . . l − 1. For an admissible sequence (i1 . . . il)
we denote the cylinder
C(i1, . . . il) := {u ∈ Uˆ : σ
j−1(u) ∈ Uij for all j = 1 . . . l}.
While the rectangles Ri = [Ui, Si] are fractal sets, they nonetheless come
embedded in smooth cross sections to the analytic flow. We can choose open
neighbourhoods U˜i of Ui in W
su(zi). We write U˜ for the union. This allows
us to talk precisely about C1 functions on fractal sets Ui: we will mean that
the function is the restriction of a C1 function on U˜i.
We write, for reasons that will become clear later, U˜ =
∐
U˜i for the
disjoint union of the U˜i. The inclusion of Uˆi into U˜i allows us to think of ν
as a measure on U˜ .
Note that σ does not extend naively to a map on U˜ ; the expanding nature
of the map precludes any possibility that the image would land in U˜ . How-
ever the situation is much better for the inverse to σ. By the conditions on
our Markov sections, and since σ is eventually expanding, we may assume
that the neighborhoods U˜i have the following properties: whenever Trij = 1
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there is an inverse function σ−1 = σ−1ji : U˜j → U˜i given as the local intersec-
tion of W su(zi) ∩W
ws(x). These inverses are eventually contracting in the
following sense: for any admissible sequence (i1 . . . ik), the composition
σ−1(i1...ik) := σ
−1
i1i2
◦ . . . ◦ σ−1ik−1...ik : U˜ik → U˜i1
satisfies, for any unit vector v,
(3.6)
c0
κk1
< |∇(σ−1
(i1...ik)
) · v| <
1
c0κk
for appropriate constants c0 ∈ (0, 1) and 1 < κ < κ1 chosen independent of
k. We will sometimes refer to a map of this form as a section for σk defined
on Uik .
Note that τ and θ extend to give smooth versions of the first return time
and holonomy functions
τij : U˜i → R, θij : U˜i →M
defined as the A or M displacement from x ∈ U˜i to W
su(σ(x)), with τij = τ
and θij = θ on the interior of Ui ∩ σ
−1(Uj).
Notation 3.6. We write U˜ for the disjoint union of the U˜i.
Remark The functions τij , θij really do depend on both i and j
Remark A priori the statements above seem clear under the assumption
that the maps σ−1ij are strictly contracting. However it is straightforward to
modify the natural metric on U so as to achieve strict contraction for σ−1;
one need only sum the metric over long and sensibly chosen orbits of σ−1.
3.6. Functions of fixed M-type. Our aim is to understand mixing for
functions φ,ψ on Γ\G. We think of Γ\G as a principal M bundle over
Γ\G/M . The idea is to break φ,ψ down into “Fourier types” for M and
prove exponential mixing one type at a time. We need to describe how to
do this, and we need to be careful that when we add the various types back
together at the end the resultant sum will be convergent. We explain the
required properties here.
Consider the representation ofM on L2(M). By the Peter Weyl theorem,
L2(M) = ⊕µ(dimµ)Vµ where the summation is over irreducible representa-
tions ofM . Given a vector v ∈ L2(M), write v =
∑
vµ for its decomposition
into isotypical vectors.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose v ∈ L2(M) is a smooth vector. Then for any m > 0:
(3.7) ‖vµ‖ ≤ c(µ)
−m(dimµ)2‖v‖m
Here c(µ) is the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator of µ, and || · ||m denotes
the Cm norm. The Casimir eigenvalue is given by
(3.8) c(µ) = 1 + q(λ(µ) + ρ)− q(ρ)
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where ρ as usual is half the sum of the positive roots, q is a positive definite
quadratic form on the dual space of the maximal torus in M , and λ is the
highest weight vector for µ.
Proof. [34, Lemma 4..4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3] 
Notation 3.8. For an M -representation (µ, Vµ) and a real number b we
have an MA-representation (µb, Vµ) by taking
µb(atm) · v = e
ibtµ(m) · v.
Notation 3.9. Fix now a representation µ for M acting unitarily on a
complex vector space V and a real number b. For any fixed unit vector
v ∈ V the orbit map m 7→ µb(mat) · v is Lipschitz; we write ||µb|| for the
worst Lipschitz constant of any unit vector v.
Notation 3.10. We write d0 > 0 for the minimal value of ||µb|| as b ranges
over R and µ ranges over non-trivial M representations. Since the exponen-
tial mixing is already known at the level of the unit tangent bundle, we need
only deal with these non-trivial M representations.
One simple consequence of Lemma 3.7 (together with the Weyl dimension
formula) is as follows.
Corollary 3.11. For any positive m there exists r0 ∈ N and C > 0 such
that
||vµ|| ≤
C||v||Cr0
||µ||m
for any smooth vector v ∈ L2(M).
3.7. Transfer operators of M-type µ. As is usual we now want to reduce
the study of mixing properties of (Uˆ τ,θ, ν × dθ × dt,Gt) to the study of
spectral bounds for appropriate transfer operators. For ξ ∈ C and (µ, V ) an
irreducible representation, we define a transfer operator
Lξ,µ : C(Uˆ , V ) → C(Uˆ , V )(3.9)
(Lξ,µh)(u) =
∑
σ(u′)=u
e−ξτ(u
′)µ(θ(u′))−1(h(u′)).(3.10)
Of course we also have a transfer operator for the trivial representation,
which we write Lξ acting on C
1(Uˆ ,C). The most important of these is the
operator Lδ, which actually acts on C
1(Uˆ ,R). Ruelle’s Perron-Frobenius
Theorem [30] tells us that Lδ has a positive eigenfunction hδ with eigenvalue
1. It then turns out to be convenient to normalize our transfer operators
using this eigenfunction by taking
(3.11) Lˆξ,µ(h) =
Lξ,µ(hhδ)
hδ
.
The point of this normalization is that we get to assume that Lˆδ(1) = 1.
It also provides the useful by-product that ν is an Lˆδ eigenmeasure with
eigenvalue 1.
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Unfortunately the transfer operators on Uˆ are somewhat difficult to work
with directly; we want to apply C1 arguments, but Uˆ is a fractal set. This
was the reason for introducing the open set U˜ . We may therefore think of
transfer operators as acting on
L˜ξ,µ : C
1(U˜ , V ) → C1(U˜ , V )(3.12)
(L˜ξ,µh)(u) =
∑
Trij
e−ξτij(σ
−1
ij u)µ(θij(σ
−1
ij u))
−1(h(σ−1ij u))(3.13)
on the U˜j piece. We will suppress the ij subscript when it seems unlikely to
cause confusion. The inclusion map of C1(U˜ , V ) into C(Uˆ , V ) intertwines
the operators Lˆ and L˜ and is an isometry for the L2(ν) norm.
The main technical result of our argument is the following spectral bound.
Theorem 3.12. There are positive constants C, η, and a constant ρ ∈ (0, 1)
with the following properties: for any non-trivial irreducible representation
µ, Vµ of M , any b ∈ R, any n ∈ N, any ℜ(ξ) > δ−η, and any h ∈ C
1(U˜ , Vµ)
we have
||L˜nξ,µh||L2(ν) ≤ C(1 + ||µ||)
Cρn||h||C1 .
3.8. Relating the flows to transfer operators. Fix φ,ψ smooth com-
pactly supported functions on Γ\G. We write ν for the −δτ equilibrium
state on R. The embedding of (Rτ,θ, dν × dt × dm) into (Γ\G,mBMS) is
measure preserving. We will therefore consider φ,ψ as functions on Rτ,θ
and aim to prove exponential mixing there. The next step is to convert φ,ψ
into functions on Uˆ (or U˜). We do this essentially by integrating out the
S component. for a positive number r and (u,m, t) ∈ U˜i ×M × [0, τ(u))
choose
φr(u,m, t) =
∫
Si
φ([u, s]mat+r)dνu(s),
where dνu is the conditional measure on Si for dν, which is given by the
Patterson-Sullivan density. Note that the dependence of νu on u is C
1; this
follows because the measure of maximal entropy on Γ\G is a quasi-product
measure, and is essential to provide required regularity of φr. The precise
relationship to the BMS measure is given by the following lemma (modeled
on [?]).
Lemma 3.13. We have the estimate
(3.14)∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Γ\G
φ(ga2t)ψ(g)dm
BMS(g)−
1
ν(τ)
∫
Uτ,θ
φt(u,m, r + t)ψ0(u,m, r)dmdrdν
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ||φ||C1 ||ψ||∞e
−t.
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Thus Theorem 1.1 will follow as soon as we establish exponential decay
of
(3.15)
1
ν(τ)
∫
Uτ,θ
φt(u,m, r + t)ψ0(u,m, r)dmdrdν;
this is a question which takes place entirely on Uˆ . Note at this stage that
ψ0 is actually the restriction of a C
1 function on U˜ . Note also that the M
integral is clearly zero unless φt, ψ0 have the same M type, µ, say, so it is
natural to break the integral up into a sum of M types.
Proposition 3.14. Theorem 3.12 implies exponential decay of (3.15) and
hence Theorem 1.1.
A readable model argument is presented in the paper of Avila, Gouezel,
Yoccoz. We recount their argument here for the reader’s convenience. By
decomposing φ,ψ into M types we may assume that each is of the same
type (µ, Vµ). It follows then that φt, ψ0 are of type µ. For ease of notation
we will write f = ψ0 and g = φt, which are both elements of L
∞(Uˆ τ,θ) in
the first instance. We have functions fˆ , gˆ ∈ C1(Uˆ τ , Vµ) ⊂ C
1(Uˆ τ , L2(M))
defined by the property
f(x, t, θ) = fˆ(x, t)(θ)
g(x, t, θ) = gˆ(x, t)(θ)
for θ ∈M . We write
ρˇf,g(t) :=
∫
Uˆτ,θ
f(u)g(Gt(u))
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, s + t, θ)dθdsdν
= ρ(t) + ρ1(t).
where
ρ(t) :=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
max(0,τ(u)−t)
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, s + t, θ)dθdsdν
and
ρ1(t) :=
∫
Uˆ
∫ max(0,τ(u)−t)
0
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, s + t, θ)dθdsdν
is compactly supported on t < ||τ ||∞. It turns out (think about the fact we
are taking a one sided Laplace transform) to be both sufficient and easier
to study ρ(t). At this stage we recall the Laplace transform: for ℜ(ξ) > 1,
say, we have
Fρ(ξ) :=
∫ ∞
0
ρ(t)e−ξtdt
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The key relationship between mixing and transfer operators is described in
terms of the Laplace transform as follows: for a function fˆ on Uˆ τ and a
complex number ξ we define a function fξ on Uˆ by
fˆξ(u) =
∫ τ(u)
0
e−ξtfˆ(u, t)dt
and similarly for gˆξ .
Lemma 3.15. We have the relation
(3.16) Fρ(ξ) =
∞∑
1
∫
U
〈
Lˆkδ+ξ,µfˆ−ξ(v), gˆξ(u)
〉
M
dν.
Proof. We simply calculate:
Fρ(ξ) =
∫ ∞
0
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
max(0,τ(u)−t)
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, s + t, θ)e−ξtdθdsdνdt
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∫ ∞
τ(u)
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, t, θ)e−ξ(t−s)dθdtdsdν
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∞∑
1
∫ τk+1(u)
τ (k)(u)
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, t, θ)e−ξ(t−s)dθdtdsdν
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∞∑
1
∫ τ(σku)
0
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(u, t+ τ (k)(u), θ)e−ξ(t−s+τ
(k)(u))dθdtdsdν
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∞∑
1
∫ τ(σku)
0
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)g(σk(u), t, θ−1k (u) · θ)e
−ξ(t−s+τ (k)(u))dθdtdsdν
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∞∑
1
∫ τ(σku)
0
∫
M
f(u, s, θ)θ(k)(u)g(σk(u), t, θ)e−ξ(t−s+τ
(k)(u))dθdtdsdν
=
∫
Uˆ
∫ τ(u)
0
∞∑
1
∫ τ(σku)
0
〈
fˆ(u, s), θ(k)(u)gˆ(σk(u), t)
〉
M
e−ξ(t−s+τ
(k)(u))dtdsdν
=
∞∑
1
∫
Uˆ
〈
fˆ−ξ(u), θ
(k)(u)gˆξ(σ
k(u))
〉
M
e−ξτ
(k)(u)dν
with fˆξ and gˆξ defined as above. Now we recall that ν is an eigenmeasure
for the normalized transfer operator Lˆδ acting on C(Uˆ). Applying this k
times to the right hand side above we have
Fρ(ξ) =
∞∑
1
∫
Uˆ
1
hδ(u)
∑
σkv=u
hδ(v)
〈
fˆ−ξ(v), θ
(k)(v)gˆξ(u)
〉
M
e−(δ+ξ)τ
(k)(v)dν
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for hδ the lead eigenfunction of Lδ. We quickly recognize this as
Fρ(ξ) =
∞∑
1
∫
Uˆ
〈
Lˆkδ+ξ,µfˆ−ξ(v), gˆξ(u)
〉
M
dν(3.17)
as expected. 
Proof of Proposition 3.14. Consider φ and ψ smooth functions with com-
pact support on Γ\G. We note that all the results of this paper are well
understood forM -invariant functions [32], so we may assume without loss of
generality that
∫
M φ(gm)dm =
∫
M ψ(gm)dm = 0 for all g ∈ Γ\G; in other
words we assume that the decomposition of φ,ψ into M types has zero in
the trivial part (see subsection ??). Write C for the constant from Theorem
3.12. As before we write f = ψ0 and g = φt. We can then decompose
f =
∑
µ fµ and g =
∑
gµ. pick m such that
∑
µ(1 + ||µ||)
C−m is sum-
mable. As in Corollary 3.11 we may choose r0 such that the µ-component
gˆµ : (Uˆ
τ , Vµ) satisfies
|gˆµ| ≪
||φ||Cr0
||µ||m
pointwise. In fact more is true; for each u ∈ Uˆ we have the function
gˆµ(u, ·) : [0, τ(u)) → Vµ.
By an elementary argument (see [?, Defintion 7.2 and the proof of Lemma
8.3]) the total variation of this function is bounded above by
|gˆµ(u, ·)|tot. var. ≪
||φ||r0+1C
||µ||m
.
As is well known, a bound on the total variation leads to decay estimates
on the associated Laplace transform; in our case we have
(3.18) |gˆµ,ξ | ≪
||φ||Cr0+1
||µ||m(1 + |ℑ(ξ)|)
as in [?, Lemmas 7.19 and 7.20]; we’ve denoted the imaginary part of ξ by
ℑ(ξ).
Similarly we break fˆξ into µ-piecesfˆξ,µ. Now we want to use Theorem
3.12 to bound
||Lˆkδ+ξ,µfˆµ,−ξ||L2(ν).
In principle we’re worried that fˆµ,−ξ is defined a priori on Uˆ , whereas Theo-
rem 3.12 really uses the smooth structure. However it is straightforward to
see that Fµ,−ξ = Lˆδ+ξ,µfˆµ,−ξ is the restriction of a function F˜ξ,µ ∈ C
1(U˜ , Vµ)
satisfying
(3.19) ||F˜µ,ξ ||C1 ≪
||ψ||C2
1 + |ℑ(ξ)|
.
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Theorem 3.12 then gives
||Lˆnδ+ξ,µfˆ−ξ||L2(ν) ≪
C(1 + ||µ||)Cρn||ψ||C2
1 + |ℑ(ξ)|
.
From Lemma 3.15 we see that Fρ(ξ) has holomorphic extension to the half
plane with real part ℜ(ξ) > −η and satisfies the bound
Fρfµ,gµ(ξ)≪
C(1 + ||µ||)C ||φ||Cr0+1 ||ψ||C2
||µ||m(1 + |ℑ(ξ)|)2
along the line ℑ(ξ) = −η/2 whenever µ is non-trivial. We now want to
apply some form of Paley-Wiener theorem to conclude that ρfµ,hµ has good
decay. In our case we can simply apply the Laplace inversion formula to see
that
ρfµ,hµ(t) =
1
2πi
∫ ∞
−∞
e(is−η/2)tFρfµ,gµ(is− η/2)ds.
Since the integral is absolutely convergent we may pull out the e−t/2, which
provides the required decay. We therefore have
ρfµ,gµ(t)≪ ||φ||Cr0+1 ||ψ||C2(1 + ||µ||)
C−me−ηt/2.
This provides our result in the case that φ,ψ are pure functions of type µ.
Summing over types we have our conclusion. 
3.9. A remark on M-invariant functions. As previously indicated, the
results of this paper are already well understood for M -invariant functions.
The argument uses the same framework as our current discussion, and was
carried through by Stoyanov [32]. For the readers convenience, however, we
will comment briefly on the changes necessary to this paper if one wanted
to study M -invariant functions as well.
Consider now a pair of M -invariant functions φ,ψ on Γ\G. We retain the
notation above. Theorem 3.12 (the main estimate on spectral bounds for
transfer operators) is stated for the case where µ is non-trivial. In fact the
same result also holds when µ is trivial, so long as we assume |ℑ(ξ)| > 1.
This, together with the arguments of the current Section, tells us that that
the Fourier transform Fρφ,ψ is holomorphic on |ℑ(ξ)| > 1,ℜ(ξ) > −η. We
then appeal to the complex Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem, which ends
up saying that Fρφ,ψ is meromorphic on ℜ(ξ) > −η
′, |ℑ(ξ)| < 1 with just
one simple pole at ξ = 0 (η′ here is just some small positive constant).
Putting those two together we can then apply the Laplace inversion formula
as above; the main term of the correlation function comes from the pole at
ξ = 0, while the exponential error term comes from the otherwise pole free
region ℜ(ξ) > δ −min(η, η′).
4. Non-Concentration of the limit set and doubling properties
4.1. Non-concentration. The previous two sections describe how mixing
properties for frame flow follow from spectral bounds for transfer opera-
tors. Now we want to prove such spectral bounds. Dolgopyat provides a
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framework in which to do this, but we must first set some preliminaries in
place.
The mantra of Dolgopyat’s argument is that oscillation leads to cancel-
lation, while cancellation leads to spectral bounds. We concentrate on the
first part for now. The idea is that when we add up a collection of rapidly
oscillating functions then we should expect some cancellation in the sum. Of
course this is not quite true (think of the rapidly oscillating functions cosnx,
which have no cancellation at x = 0); rather we should expect only to get
cancellation at most points in the domain. The outcomes of this section will
be used to show that, in our case, the large set where we get cancellation
does actually meet the limit set, where the dynamics of the flow happen.
We identify the boundary ∂Hn of hyperbolic space with Rn−1 ∪ {∞}.
Without loss of generality (replacing Γ by a conjugate if necessary) we as-
sume that the limit set Λ of Γ does not contain ∞, so we think of Λ as a
compact subset of Rn−1. We further choose the one parameter subgroup
A = {at : t ∈ R} to be the one parameter subgroup acting as expansion
by et on the upper half space Hn. In this setting the stable horospherical
group, isomorphic to Rn−1, simply acts by translation on the boundary less
infinity. The unstable horospherical group N+, of course, is also isomorphic
to Rn−1, but acts in a somewhat more complicated way.
Lemma 4.1 (Non-Concentration Property). There exists δ > 0 with the
following property. For any ǫ ∈ (0, 1), any unit vector w in Rn−1 and any
x ∈ Λ there exists y ∈ Λ such that
• y ∈ Bǫ(x), and
• |〈y − x,w〉| ≥ ǫδ.
The same property holds if we require x, y to both be in some fixed sub-
cylinder of the limit set.
Remark This lemma is a statement about the affine properties of the limit
set in one particular model for hyperbolic space. Of course there are many
different affine geometries we could choose for the boundary of hyperbolic
space, but it is clear from the formulation that the statement (if not the
constants) of this lemma remains true if we chance to a different affine
geometry; in fact we shall use this statement for the affine geometry on
the piece on U˜1 coming from the identification of U˜1 with a small piece the
unstable horospherical group F (z1)N
+.
This will be a straightforward result of a Sullivan type argument.
Proof. Suppose the lemma fails. Then we may extract sequence xi ∈ Λ, ǫi ∈
(0, 1), and wi ∈ R
n−1 for which
|〈y − xi, wi〉| < ǫi/i
for all y ∈ Bǫi(xi) ∩ Λ. Without loss of generality we may also assume that
xi converges to x ∈ Λ, and that wi converges to a unit vector w. Since Γ is
assumed Zariski dense, we know that the limit set Λ is not contained in any
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hyperplane, and so that ǫi → 0 (in fact we need that the intersection of Λ
with any ball is not contained in a hyperplane, but the argument is similar).
Now we want to use self similarity of the limit set. This relies (and indeed
must rely) on the fact that Γ is convex cocompact. The group element at
acts on Rn−1 as expansion by et. We write nx ∈ N
− for the contracting
horospherical element sending 0 to x. We choose hy(xi) ∈ N
+ to be an
unstable horospherical element such that nxihy(xi) has forward end point
y ∈ Λ. Note that the subset hy(xi) is compact, and that nxihy(xi) is in the
non-wandering set for the at flow. Thus we may choose compact subsets
Ω1,Ω2 ⊂ G with the property that
• nxihy(xi)at ∈ ΓΩ1 for all i and all t ∈ R, and hence
• nxia−t ∈ ΓΩ2 for all t > 0.
Let ti = − log(ǫi) and choose gi ∈ Ω2, γi ∈ Γ such that nxia−ti = γigi. Then
giatin
−1
xi = γ
−1
i . In other words the map giatin
−1
xi preserves the limit set.
Let zi = gi(0) be the image of xi under this map. Without loss of generality
we have that
gi → g ∈ Ω2
and write z = g(0) ∈ Λ. The failure of our lemma implies that
Λ ∩ gi(B1(0)) ⊂ gi({z : |〈wi, z〉| < 1/i}).
Taking limits we see that
Λ ∩ g(B1(0)) ⊂ g({y : 〈wi, y〉 = 0}).
In other words (an open subset of) the limit set is contained in (the smooth
image of) a hyperplane. That’s a contradiction.

4.2. Doubling properties for cylinders. For each cylinder Uˆi ⊂ U˜i we
have a the associated measure νi. It is essential for later arguments that
these measures νi satisfy a doubling property.
Lemma 4.2. There is a constant C1 > 0 with the following property: for
any i, any x ∈ Uˆi and any positive ǫ we
νi(B2ǫ(x)) ≤ C1νi(Bǫ(x)).
We will delay the proof of this lemma until section 7, when more notation
is available.
5. Non-Local-Integrability and Brin-Pesin moves
We return to the first part of our mantra: oscillation leads to cancellation.
To apply this in our case we need to show that the summand terms of (3.12)
really are rapidly oscillating relative to one another. That is our aim in the
current section.
The formal statement we’ll prove is Lemma 5.4, which is a version of
Non-Local-Integrability (NLI) condition appropriate to the study of compact
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group extensions. Our argument is a refined version of a similar discussion
from [7], who discussed the case of trivial M -group.
5.1. Taxicab paths in rectangles and Brin-Pesin moves. Consider a
rectangle R1 = [U1, S1] ⊂ Γ\G which we assumed small inasmuch as its
diameter is less than the injectivity radius of Γ divided by 1000. For a fixed
base point x0 ∈ R1 we have the taxi cab path set:
PR1,x0 =
{
sequences (x0, x1, x2, . . . , xr−1, xr = x0) :
for every j we have either
xj+1 ∈ [xj , S1] or xj+1 ∈ [U1, xj]
}
.
This group has a natural family of maps into MA, given by Brin-Pesin
moves. Choose the a lift Rˇ = [Uˇ , Sˇ] of R1 to the universal cover G/M .
Choose g such that gAM ∩ Rˇ = xˇ0, the lift of x0 to Rˇ. Given a sequence
(x0, . . . xr = x0) ∈ Pˆx0,R1 we lift it to a sequence (xˇ0, . . . , xˇr) in Rˇ. We then
associate a sequence (g0 = g, g1, g2, . . . gr ∈ gAM) by requiring
gi+1 ∈ giN
+ and gi+1MA ∋ xˇi+1 if xi+1 ∈ [U1, xi]
or
gi+1 ∈ giN
− and gi+1MA ∋ xˇi+1 if xi+1 ∈ [xi, S1].
We note then that gr ∈ gMA. We denote their difference by
Bg,Rˇ(x1, . . . xr) := g
−1
r g ∈ AM.
We note that this function Bˆ is independent of choice of lift Rˇ, so we will
suppress that part of the notation. We then have a function
Bg,R1 : PR1,x0 →MA,
which is clearly related to Brin-Pesin moves.
It will be useful to think of Bg,r1 as a function on N
−×N+, which we may
do as follows. Recall the base point z1 ∈ R1 from subsection 3.1. We can
identify U1 with a small piece of N
+ around the origin, by sending h ∈ N+
to F (z1)h (or more precisely to the projection of that in the unit tangent
bundle). Similarly we identify S1 with a small piece around the origin of
N−. In this way we may think of the Brin-Pesin homomorphism as giving
a map from (some subset of) N+ ×N− to AM by sending
Ξ : (h, n) 7→ BF (z1)(z1, n, [h, n], h, z1).
In practice we’ll be interested in the case where n is fixed at some nontrivial
value, and h varies; we therefore think of Ξ principally as a function N+ →
MA defined by
Ξn(h) := Ξ(h, n).
Now we relate this to τ, θ and the NLI condition. Suppose we have a
section v of σk defined on U˜1 and taking values in Ui respectively; formally
here we mean, in the language of subsection 3.5,
v = σ−1(i1,i2...ik ,1)
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where (i1, i2 . . . ik, 1) as an admissible sequence. Associated to the section v
we have an element n = n(v) ∈ N− given by
(5.1) F (Pk(v(z1))) = F (z1)n.
For u ∈ U1 write φ(u) = φv,k(u) := aτ (k)(v(u))θ
(k)(v(u)) ∈ MA. We need
to say that φ is in some sense rapidly oscillating. We do this by relating it
to the Ξ and the associated Lie theory as follows.
Lemma 5.1. Let n = n(v), and suppose that u ∈ U1 with F (u) = F (z1)h
for some h ∈ N+. Then
φ−1(z1)φ(u) = Ξn(h).
Proof. Let s ∈ S1 be such that P
k(v(z1)) = s˜. Note that under the identifi-
cations N− with S1 and N
+ with U1 we have “h = u” and “n = s”. Choose
group elements
• n′ ∈ N− such that F ([u, s]) = F (u)n′, and
• h′ ∈ N+ such that F (v(u′)) = F (v(u))h′.
Choose a lift Rˇ1 of R1 to the universal cover, and let g be the associated lift
of F (z1) to G. We now calculate Ξ(h, n) = Bg(z1, n, [h, n], h, z1). For this
we simply take the sequence of group elements
g0 = g
g1 = g0n = F (v(z1))φ(z1)
g2 = g1hˆ
′ = F (v(z1))h
′φ(z1)
= F (v(u))φ(z1) = F ([u, s])φ
−1(u)φ(z1)
for hˆ′ = φ−1(z1)h
′φ(z1) ∈ N
+ the appropriate conjugate of h′. Next
g3 = g2(nˆ
′)−1 = F ([u, s])(n′)−1φ−1(u)φ(z1) = F (u)φ
−1(u)φ(z1)
for nˆ′ ∈ N− the appropriate conjugate of n′. Finally we have
g4 = g3(hˆ)
−1 = F (u)h−1φ−1(u)φ(z1) = F (z1)φ
−1(u)φ(z1)
for hˆ the appropriate conjugate of h. This gives
Bg(z1, n, [h, n], n, z1) = g
−1
4 g0 = φ
−1(z1)φ(u).

The Non-Local-Integrability condition is supposed to say that φ is in some
sense rapidly oscillating. The relationship to Ξ will allow us to see this as
an easy consequence of Lie theory.
Notation 5.2. For a function f :M1 →M2 between Riemannian manifolds
we write ∇f for the derivative map, and ||f ||C1 for the supremum of the
operator norms of (∇f)x : TxM1 → Tf(x)M2 with x ∈M1. In particular this
is convenient as it assures that the Lipschitz norm of f is bounded above by
||f ||C1 .
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Lemma 5.3. The image of the derivative ∇hΞn(TeN
+) ⊂ TeMA is equal to
the MA-components of the image of the adjoint action Adn(TeN
+) ⊂ TeG.
Proof. For fixed n in N− the implicit function theorem gives smooth func-
tions
rn,1 : N
+ → N−(5.2)
rn,2 : N
+ → N+(5.3)
rn,3 : N
+ → N−(5.4)
with rn,1, rn,3 sending the identity to n, n
−1 respectively, and rn,2(h) = h
−1
such that
F (x0)hMA ∋ x0 = [h, e](5.5)
F (x0)hrn,1(h)MA ∋ [h, n](5.6)
F (x0)hrn,1(h)rn,2(h)MA ∋ [h, e](5.7)
F (x0)hrn,1(h)rn,2(h)rn,3(h)MA ∋ [e, e].(5.8)
The result is now immediate by taking derivatives in the h component. 
We can now state and prove the NLI property appropriate to this setting:
For sections v0 . . . vk of σ
N defined on U1 we define functions
φj(u) = aτ (N)(u)θ
(N)(u)
and
BPj(u
′, u) := φ−10 (u)φ0(u
′)φ−1j (u
′)φj(u) ∈ AM.
Lemma 5.4. There exists ǫ0 ∈ (0, 1), an open subset U0 ⊂ U˜1, and N0 such
that for any N > N0 there are finitely many sections v0 . . . vj0 of σ
N defined
on U˜1 with the following property; for any u ∈ U0 and any unit tangent
vector w ∈ TeAM there is a unit tangent vector z ∈ TuU˜1 and i ∈ {1 . . . r}
such that 〈w,∇u′BPi(·, u)∗z〉 ≥ ǫ0, the derivative here is to be evaluated at
u.
Proof. Consider the base point z1 ∈ Uˆ1 for the rectangle Rˆ1 and choose a
sequence n′0, n
′
1, . . . , n
′
j0
∈ N− with the properties that
• n′0 = e,
• F (z1)n
′
i lie in the interior of R1 for all i, and
•
∑
iAdn′i TeN
+ = TeMA.
This is possible using the fact that Zariski-density of Γ prevents the limit
set Λ from being contained in any algebraic subset of Rn−1. We note that
(5.9) the third condition is stable under small perturbations of the n′i.
We write ǫ > 0 for the (positive) infimum
ǫ = inf
w
sup
X,j≥1
|〈projMAAdn′j X,w〉|
where w ranges over unit tangent vectors in TeMA, and X ranges over unit
tangent vectors in TeN
+.
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Now recall that images of the unstable piece U2 under P
N0 fill out R
densely as N0 gets large. We may therefore choose u0 . . . uj0 ∈ U2 such that
PN0(uj) = [z1, sj ] ∈ R1
with F ([z1, sj]) = F (z1)nˆj and nˆj very close to n
′
j. Taking N0 even larger
if necessary we may assume that F (PN0([uj , s])) = F (z1)nˆj(s) with nˆj(s)
extremely close to nj for all s ∈ S2 in the sense of (5.9); we’re just contracting
out the stable direction.
Now each of these uj ∈ U2 defines an admissible sequence of length N0
from U2 to U1, and therefore defines a section vˆj of σ
N0 taking U˜1 into U˜2.
For any N ≥ N0 we may therefore choose an arbitrary section vˆ of σ
N−N0
defined on U2, and pick vj = vˆ ◦ v˜j, which is now a section of σ
N .
Note that PN−N0(z1) ∈ Rˆ2, We may choose elements sj ∈ S2 such that
PN−N0(z1) = [uj , sj]. Write nj := nˆj(sj). Then nj is extremely close to n
′
j.
Furthermore nj is exactly the stable horospherical element associated to the
section vj as in (5.1).
We claim that this choice of v0 . . . vj0 satisfies the conditions of Lemma
5.4. Pick a unit vector w ∈ TeMA. Then we may choose an index j ≥ 1
and a unit tangent vector X ∈ TeN
+ such that |〈projMAAdn′j X,w〉| > ǫ.
Then
(5.10) |〈projMAAdnj X,w〉| > ǫ/2
and
(5.11) |〈projMAAdnj0 X,w〉| < ǫ/4
since nj is very close to n
′
j, and n0 is very close to n
′
0 = e. Identifying U˜1
with N+ as above and quoting Lemma 5.1 we now have
BPj(h
′, h) = Ξ−1n0 (h)Ξn0(h
′)Ξ−1nj (h
′)Ξnj (h)
where h and h′ are the N+ coordinates of u, u′. Note from this expression
that BPj is smooth and that it has a uniform bound on it’s C
2 norm that
is independent of N and of the sections vj which we chose (this is because
all the nj’s that arise come from the compact set S1). We specialize to the
case
BPj(h
′, e) = Ξ−1n0 (e)Ξn0(h
′)Ξ−1nj (h
′)Ξnj (e)
and take derivatives in the h′ direction at h′ = e. Lemma 5.3 tells that the
derivative is
projMA(Adn0 −Adnj).
Applying the bounds (5.10) and (5.10) above we are finished, at least for
u = z1 (that is, for h = e). But now we can apply our comment on uniform
bounds for the C2 norms of BPj to conclude that this same inequality
extends to some small neighbourhood u ∈ U0 ⊂ U˜1 of z1 as required. 
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The point of this statement for our purposes is is follows. For any unitary
representation (µb, Vµ) of AM , any unit vector v ∈ Vµ, and any u0 ∈ U0 we
want to be sure that at least one BPj(u, u0) · v is “rapidly oscillating”; in
this context rapid oscillation should mean that that it is moving at a speed
comparable to ||µb||. We make this precise as follows.
Lemma 5.5. Let µ, Vµ be an isotypic component of L
2(M), and let v ∈ Vµ be
a unit vector. There is a unit vector X in TeMA such that |X ·v| ≥ δ3||µb||.
Proof. We note that ||µb|| is bounded above by the length of the highest
weight vector λ associated to µb. Conversely the eigenvalue c(µb) of the
Casimir operator on Vµb is approximately |λ|
2. It follows (using the fact that
each element of TeMA acts diagonalizably on Vµ) that some unit tangent
vector X ∈ TeMA satisfies
|X2 · v| ≫ |λ|2/(dimM).
But then |X ·v| ≫ |λ| just because the operator norm of X is bounded above
by ||µb|| ∼ |λ|. 
6. Dolgopyat operators in higher dimensions
We now have all the pieces we need to prove Theorem 3.12. The essential
point is the construction of so-called Dolgopyat operators, which we will
carry out in this Section. This is an intricate technical argument, but is
by now well understood by experts, and can be adapted without conceptual
challenge to our current setting. Our first step will be to fix various constants
whose significance will appear gradually throughout the Section. We will
then recall various standard a prior estimates. Finally we will construct our
Dolgopyat operators and establish their necessary properties.
6.1. Constants, notation, and a priori estimates. We recall now the
constants c0, κ, κ1 from (3.6). For simplicity we assume that 1 < κ < 2 (so
that κ− 1 ∈ (0, 1)). Let
U0 ⊂ U˜1, n0 ∈ N, and ǫ0 ∈ (0, 1)
be the open set and constants whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.4.
Let
d0 > 0 be the constant from Notation 3.10, and assume 0 < d0 < 1.
We now choose n1 ∈ N and length n1+1 cylinders X1, . . . ,Xk0 contained in
U0 such that σ
n1Xk = Uˆk. Recall the eigenfunction hδ ∈ C
1(U˜ ) from (3.11)
and set
(6.1) A′0 >
32(δ + 1)
c0(κ− 1)
max(||τ ◦ σ−1||C1 , ||θ ◦ σ
−1||C1 , ||hδ ||C1 , || log hδ||C1),
where ||τ ◦ σ−1||C1 = max{||τij ◦ σ
−1
ij ||C1(U˜j) : (i, j) is admissible} and simi-
larly for θ. We fix
A0 > 4e
A′0 ,
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which is clearly greater than A′0. We choose a doubling constant C1 > 1
with the property
νk(B2ǫ(x)) ≤ C1νk(Bǫ(x))
for all k, all x ∈ Uˆk, and all ǫ > 0 as in Lemma 4.2.
Notation 6.1. For a positive real number B we write KB = KB(U˜) for the
collection of log Lipschitz positive functions on U˜ satisfying
|∇H(u)| < BH(u).
We choose δ1 small enough that the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold for
each cylinder Xj and the constant δ1. We let
(6.2) δ3 be the constant from Lemma 5.5
and
E ≥
2
d0
,
2A0
d0
(6.3)
δ4 ≤ δ1δ3ǫ0/7(6.4)
Let δ5 <
δ4
20E . Choose
(6.5) N0 ≥
log 2E
log κ
,
log(16E/δ1c0)
log κ
, n0,
− log c0
log κ
,
log 8
log κ
,−
log δ4/80Ec0
log κ
.
Write N = N0+n1 and let v0, . . . , vj0 be the sections of σ
N whose existence
is now guaranteed by Lemma 5.4. We choose C3 large enough that
(6.6) νk(B100ǫκn11 /c0
) ≤ C3νk(Bc0δ5ǫ/2);
for all k, all x ∈ Uˆk, and all positive ǫ; precisely, choosing C3 = C
λ
1 where
λ = log2(
800κ
n1
1
c0δ5
) suffices. Choose positive constants
ǫ1 ≤
log 2
20(1 + δ)E
,
1
160E
,
c0 log 2
200Eκn11
,
δ4min(1, d0)
25||BPj ||C2
,
δ4
25A20
(6.7)
ǫ5 ≤ δ1δ3ǫ0ǫ1(6.8)
η ≤
1
4k0
,
c0ǫ1δ5
16k0κ
N0
1
,
δ24ǫ
2
1
8k0
(6.9)
a0 < 1, δ,
1
2NA0
log
(
1 +
ηe−NA0
2C3
)
(6.10)
ǫ2 ≤
η2e−2NA0
4C23
.(6.11)
6.2. Preparatory lemmas. We recall now a number of well known lem-
mas, all of which follow from direct calculation and from expansion/contraction
properties of σ. Let BPj be the map appearing in Lemma 5.4 (with respect
to our current choices of vj). We include some proof details not so much
for novelty, but rather as a model of the arguments that are extensively
throughout this section.
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Lemma 6.2. We have the bound
|∇u′BPj(·, u)| ≤
A0
4
.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the contraction properties of σ−1.
Let m ∈ N and v be any section of σm (in the sense described just after
(3.6)). We may then calculate
|∇(τ (m) ◦ v)| ≤
m∑
1
|∇τ(v ◦ σj−1)| ≤ ||τ ◦ σ−1||C1
m−1∑
0
1
c0κm−1−j
≤
A0
32
.
The point of this calculation is that the bound does not depend on m.
(Notation has been somewhat abused here: we work on U˜ , yet σ is defined
only on Uˆ ⊂ U˜ ; it’s OK in this instance, since σk extends smoothly and
naturally to v(U˜ ) whenever k ≤ m.)
A similar calculation yields |∇(θ(m) ◦ v)| ≤ A032 . Putting these two state-
ments together with the definition of BPj we obtain our result. 
Remark It is useful to note that
(6.12) |L˜s,µh| ≤ L˜ℜ(s)|h|
pointwise for any s ∈ C, any irreducible representation µ, and any con-
tinuous function h ∈ C(U˜ , Vµ); this follows by direct calculation. As a
consequence one sees the operator norms obey
(6.13) ||L˜s,µ||L2(ν) ≤ ||L˜ℜ(s)||L2(ν).
Lemma 6.3 (Lasota-Yorke). For any real numbers a, b and any non-trivial
isotypic representation µ of M satisfying |δ − a| < 1 the following hold
• if H ∈ KB(U) for some B > 0 then L˜
m
a H ∈ KA0(1+ Bκm )
for any
m ∈ N, and
• if H ∈ C1(U˜ ,R) and h ∈ C(U˜ , Vµ) and B > 0 satisfy
|∇h(u)| ≤ BH(u)
then we have
|∇(L˜ma+ib,µh)(u)| ≤ A0
[
||µb||(L˜
m
a |h|)(u) +
B
κm
L˜ma H)(u)
]
for any m ∈ N.
Proof. Again this is simply a consequence of the product rule and the con-
traction properties of sections for σ. We’ll sketch the argument for the first
part; the second part, we claim, is very similar, though with somewhat more
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notational pain. We compute, using the product rule,
|∇L˜ma H| ≤
∑
|∇e−aτ
(N)(v(u))−log hδ(v(u))+log hδ(u)H(v(u))|
≤
∑
|| − aτ (N)(v(u)) − log hδ(v(u)) + log hδ(u)||C1 L˜
m
a H
+
∑
e−aτ
(N)(v(u))−log hδ(v(u))+hδ(u)|∇H|(v(u))|∇v|(u)
≤ A0L˜
m
a H +
1
c0κm
L˜ma |∇H|
where the sum is taken over all sections of σm; we’ve used some of the
estimates and comments from the proof of the previous lemma here. Since
H ∈ KB we can estimate this last in terms of H to get
|∇L˜ma H| ≤
(
A0 +
B
c0κm
)
(L˜ma H)(u)
which is adequate. The proof of the second part simply involves running the
same calculation with the slightly more complicated operator L˜s,µ.

Lemma 6.4. Suppose v,w are vectors in some Hilbert space with |v| ≤
|w|. Suppose that the normalised vectors vˆ = v/|v| and wˆ = w/|w| satisfy
|vˆ − wˆ| > δ4ǫ1 then |v + w| ≤ (1− k0η)|v| + |w|.
Proof. This is elementary; see, for example [25, Lemma 5.2] and (6.8). 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that that h ∈ C1(U˜ , Vµ), R ∈ R, and H ∈ KER(U˜)
satisfy
|h| < H and |∇h(u)| ≤ ER ·H(u).
Then for any x ∈ U1, and any section v of σ
N0 that is defined on U1 we
have either
• |h ◦ v| ≤ 3H◦v4 on B10ǫ1/R(x), or
• |h ◦ v| ≥ H◦v4 on B10ǫ1/R(x).
Proof. We assume that the second alternative does not hold, in other words
that there is a point y ∈ B10ǫ1/R(x) with |h◦v| ≤
H◦v
4 at y. We now want to
run a calculation in Lipschitzness and the small size of the ball to conclude
that the first alternative does hold. It’s useful to make one preliminary
calculation first, however.
Since H ∈ KER we know that logH is ER-Lipschitz. Thus for any
z1, z2 ∈ B10ǫ1/R(x) we have
| logH ◦ v(z1)− logH ◦ v(y)| ≤ ERd(z1, z2)||∇v||∞ ≤
20Eǫ1
c0κN0
≤ log 2.
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It follows that
|h(v(z))| ≤ |h(v(y))| +
∫ z
y
|∇h ◦ v|(s)ds(6.14)
≤
H(v(y))
4
+ ER
∫ z
y
H ◦ v(s)ds(6.15)
≤
H(v(y))
4
+ 2ER ·H ◦ v(z)d(y, z)(6.16)
≤
(
1
2
+ 2ER
20ǫ1
R
)
H(v(z))(6.17)
≤
3
4
H(v(z))(6.18)
as required. This kind of Lipschitzness argument for H is very helpful. 
6.3. Dolgopyat operators. Fix now
a, b ∈ R
and let (µ, Vµ) be a non-trivial isotypic component of L
2(M) considered as
an M -space. We assume that
(6.19) |a− δ| < a0.
We write
(6.20) ǫ˜ := ǫ1/||µb||,
this establishes the length scale at which we wish to work, and will be of
essential importance throughout this Section. We aim to prove the main
spectral bounds for this choice of a, b, µ.
By Vitali covering, we choose finite subsets {xkr ; r = 1 . . . r0 = r0(k)} of
Xk with the properties that
Xk ⊂ ∪
r0
1 B50ǫ˜(x
k
r )
and that
(6.21) B10ǫ˜(x
k
r1), B10ǫ˜(x
k
r2)
are disjoint unless r1 = r2
Let h : U˜ → Vµ be a C
1 function.
Lemma 6.6. There is a choice j = j(k, r) of section from v0 . . . vj0, and a
choice ykr ∈ Uˆ1 ∩B5ǫ˜(x
k
r ) such that
|(∇BPj(·, x
k
r ) · (y
k
r − x
k
r )) · w| > 7δ4ǫ1;
here we write w for the unit vector in direction Φ−1N0(v0(x
k
r ))h(v0x
k
r)).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 the operator norm of the map Ξ1 : TeMA→ Vµ given
by Z 7→ Z · w is at least δ3||µb||. We may therefore choose a unit vector
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w˜ ∈ Vµ such that the dual v˜ := Ξ
∗
1w˜ ∈ TeMA has norm at least δ3||µb||. By
Lemma 5.4 we may also choose j such that
Ξ2 : Txkr U˜1 → C, Z 7→ 〈∇BPj(·, x
k
r )Z, v˜〉
has norm at least δ3||µb||ǫ0. In other words the dual vector
ˆˆv = (∇BPj(·, x
k
r ))
∗v˜
in Txkr U˜ has norm at least δ3||µb||ǫ0. We now apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain a
choice ykr ∈ Xk ∩B5ǫ˜(x
k
r ) with
|〈ˆˆv, (ykr − x
k
r)〉| ≥ 5δ1δ3ǫ0ǫ˜||µb||
as required. 
To each xkr we associate a partner point y
k
r as in this lemma. For x ∈ U˜
let ψx,ǫ be a bump function on U˜ taking the value 1 on Bǫ/2(x) and 0 outside
Bǫ(x). Without loss of generality we may assume that
(6.22) ||ψx,ǫ||C1 <
4
ǫ
.
We will think of an element
(6.23) (p, ℓ, r, k) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, 2} × {1, . . . , r0} × {1, . . . , k0}
as coding choices xkr (if ℓ = 1) or y
k
r (if ℓ = 2) and v0 (if p = 1) or vj(r,k) (if
p = 2). Such an element gives a function on U˜ as follows:
(6.24) ψ˜(p,ℓ,r,k) = χvj(U˜1)ψw,δ5ǫ˜ ◦ σ
N0
where w = xkr if ℓ = 1, and w = y
k
r if ℓ = 2, and j = 0 if p = 1 and j = j(k, r)
if p = 2. (Strictly speaking this is somewhat imprecise, as σ us defined only
on U , not on U˜ ; the restriction to vj(U˜1) allows us to make sense of this
in unambiguous fashion.) Unpicking this, we merely mean that ψ˜(p,ℓ,r,k)
is a bump function centered near v0(x
k
r ), v0(y
k
r ), vj(r,k)(x
k
r ) or vj(r,k)(y
k
r ) as
appropriate.
Given a subset J ⊂ {1, 2} × {1, 2} × {1, . . . , r0} × {1, . . . , k0} we choose
the function
(6.25) βJ = 1− η
∑
J
ψ˜(p,ℓ,r,k).
We say that the subset J is full if, for every (r, k) there exists exactly one
pair p, ℓ with (p, ℓ, r, k) ∈ J . We write F for the collection of full subsets.
For a full subset J we define the Dolgopyat operator
(6.26) MJ,aH := L˜
N
a,0(HβJ ).
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6.4. Bounding transfer operators by Dolgopyat operators. The two
points of Dolgopyat operators are that they are contracting and that they
dominate their partner transfer operators. The contraction property is com-
paratively straightforward:
Theorem 6.7. If H ∈ KE||µb|| and J is full then
• MJ,aH ∈ KE||µb||, and
• ||MJ,aH||L2 ≤ (1− ǫ2)||H||L2 .
Proof. This goes back at least as far as [7]. We recount these now-standard
arguments for the convenience of the reader. For the first part we calculate:
|∇βJH| ≤ |∇H|+H|∇βJ |
≤ E||µb||H +H
∑
(p,l,r,k)∈J
|∇ψ˜(p,l,r,k)|
≤
(
E||µb||+
4k0η
δ5ǫ˜
sup |∇σN0 |
)
H;
the last term requires some explanation: for any x at most k0 quartets
(p, l, r, k) ∈ J have supp ψ˜(p,l,r,k) ∋ x by (6.21); each of those satisfy
|∇ψ˜(p,l,r,k)| ≤
4
δ5ǫ˜
sup |∇σN0 |
using (6.22) and (6.24); the η term then appears from (6.25). Applying our
choices of constants (6.8) we then see that
|∇βJH| ≤
(
E||µb||+
4k0ηκ
N0
1
δ5c0ǫ˜
)
H ≤ ||µb||(E + 1)H
using (6.20). Thus βJH ∈ K2E||µb|| by Lemma 6.3, and
MJ,aH = L˜
N
a (βJH) ∈ KA0(1+2E||µb||/κN ) ⊂ KA0(1+||µb||) ⊂ KE||µb||
as required.
The second part is somewhat more involved. We seek to estimate ||MJ,aH||L2(ν)
for J a full subset. We start by considering the case a = δ and will later use
continuity in a to claim that that suffices.
A direct calculation in Cauchy Schwartz gives
(6.27) (MJ,δH)
2 ≤ (L˜Nδ (H
2))(L˜Nδ (β
2
J)).
We recall that L˜δ1 = 1 and that L˜δ is linear and sends positive functions to
positive functions. Thus L˜Nδ (β
2
J) ≤ 1, and we can hope to be done if we can
find a large set where it is bounded strictly away from one. That’s our first
task.
Let S˜k be the union of the sets
{xkr : vj(x
k
r ) ∈ J for some 1 ≤ j ≤ j0}
and
{ykr : vj(y
k
r ) ∈ J for some 1 ≤ j ≤ j0}
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both understood in the sense of (6.23). Now, σn1(Xk) = Uˆk. Let Sk =
σn1(S˜k). Consider the neighborhood
(6.28) Sˆk := Bc0δ5 ǫ˜κn1/2(Sk),
which we think of as a subset of U˜k For any y ∈ Sˆk there is at least one
section v˜ of σN such that β2J(v˜(y)) ≤ βJ (v˜(y)) ≤ 1 − η; this uses (6.28),
(6.24), and (3.6) . Then
L˜Nδ β
2
J(y) =
∑
sections v of σN
e−δτ
(N)(v(y)) β
2
J(v(y))hδ(v(y))
hδ(y)
≤

 ∑
sections v of σN
e−δτ
(N)(v(y)) hδ(v(y))
hδ(y)

− ηe−δτ (N)(v˜(y))hδ(v˜(y))
hδ(y)
= 1− ηe−δτ
(N)(v˜(y))hδ(v˜(y))
hδ(y)
≤ 1− ηe−NA0
using (6.1). At this stage we conclude that
(6.29) L˜Nδ β
2
J ≤ 1− ηe
−NA0 on Sˆk.
Our second observation is that
(6.30) The support of νk is contained in B100ǫ˜κn11 /c0
(Sk);
This follows simply because Xk is contained in B100ǫ˜(S˜k) and because of our
Lipschitz bounds (3.6) on σn1 . It should be taken to mean that the set on
which (6.29) holds is not too small.
We write
H˜ := L˜Nδ (H
2)
throughout the rest of this proof.
The last piece of our puzzle is to establish that the integral of H˜ over Sˆk
is not too small. This relies in an essential way on the doubling property of
νk, on (6.30), and on the regularity of H˜.
Claim: For any z ∈ Sk we have
(6.31) sup
w∈B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
(z)
H˜(w) ≤ 2 inf
w∈B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
(z)
H˜(w).
Proof of claim: Note thatH ∈ KE||µb|| ⇒ H
2 ∈ K2E||µb||, and a calculation
using Lemma 6.3 shows H˜ ∈ KE||µb||; use (6.5) and (6.3). We therefore have,
for any x, y ∈ B100ǫ˜κn11 /c0
(z)
log H˜(x)− log H˜(y) ≤ 200E||µb||ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
≤ 200Eǫ1κ
n1
1 /c0
≤ log 2,
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which establishes the claim.
We are now ready to start stringing these observations together.
Claim: We have the inequality
(6.32)
∫
H˜dνk ≤ 2C3
∫
Sˆk
H˜
Proof of claim: Simply calculate:∫
H˜dνk ≤
∑
z∈Sk
∫
B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1
/c0
(z)
H˜dνk by (6.30)
≤
∑
z∈Sk
∫
B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
(z)
dνk

 sup
w∈B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
(z)
H˜(w)


≤ 2
∑
z∈Sk
∫
B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1
/c0
(z)
dνk

 inf
w∈B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1 /c0
(z)
H˜(w)

 by (6.31)
≤ 2C3
∑
z∈Sk
∫
Bc0δ5 ǫ˜κ
n1/2(z)
dνk

 inf
w∈B
100ǫ˜κ
n1
1
/c0
(z)
H˜(w)

 by (6.6)
≤ 2C3
∑
z∈Sk
∫
Bc0δ5 ǫ˜κ
n1/2(z)
H˜dνk
≤ 2C3
∫
Sˆk
H˜dνk by (6.28)
establishing the claim.
Using this claim we have∫
U˜k
L˜Nδ (H
2)dνk −
∫
U˜k
(MJ,δH)
2dνk
≥
∫
U˜k
L˜Nδ (H
2)− (L˜Nδ (H
2))(L˜Nδ (β
2
J ))dνk by (6.27)
≥
∫
U˜k
L˜Nδ (H
2)(1− L˜Nδ (β
2
J))dνk
≥
∫
Uˆk
L˜Nδ (H
2)dνk since βJ ≤ 1 and L˜
N
δ (β
2
J ) ≤ 1.
≥ ηe−NA0
∫
Sˆk
L˜Nδ (H
2)dνk by (6.29)
≥
ηe−NA0
2C3
∫
U˜k
L˜Nδ (H
2)dνk by (6.32)
summing over k and using that L˜δ preserves ν have
||H||2L2(ν) − ||MJ,δH||
2
L2(ν) ≥
ηe−NA0
2C3
||H||2L2(ν)
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Finally by (6.19) the definitions (6.26) and (3.10) give
||MJ,aH||
2 ≤ e2a0NA0 ||MJ,δH||
2(6.33)
≤ e2a0NA0
(
1−
ηe−NA0
2C3
)
||H||2(6.34)
≤ (1− ǫ2)||H||
2(6.35)
by (6.10) and (6.11) 
The other requirement for Dolgopyat operators is that they dominate the
associated transfer operators as follows. This is more involved again, but
there are now well known techniques to complete the task. We outline the
main steps below.
Theorem 6.8. For every h ∈ C1(U˜ , V ) and every H ∈ KE||µb|| satisfying
|h| ≤ H and
|∇h(u)| ≤ E||µb||H(u)
there is a full J such that
|L˜Ns,µh| ≤ MJ,aH
and
|∇L˜Ns,µh(u)| ≤ E||µb||MJ,aH(u).
Sketch proof of Theorem 3.12. The connection of Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 to
Theorem 3.12 is as follows. Suppose we are given a function h ∈ C1(U˜ , Vµ).
For simplicity we consider the case ||h||C1 = 1. By Theorem 6.8 we can
inductively choose a sequences of functions Hn ∈ C
1(U˜ ,R) with
• H0 = 1 is constant
• for each k we choose Hk+1 =MJk,aHk ∈ KE||µb|| for some full subset
Jk. Moreover we also require
• |L˜Nks,µh| ≤ Hk and |∇L˜
Nk
s,µh(u)| ≤ E||µb||Hk(u), which is possible by
Theorem 6.8.
We therefore have that
||L˜Nks,µh||L2(ν) ≤ ||Hk||L2(ν)
for every k, and so (by Theorem 6.7) that
||∇L˜Nks,µh||L2(ν) ≤ (1− ǫ2)
k
for all k ∈ N. From here it is relatively straightforward to deduce Theorem
3.12; for arbitrary n = Nk + r with 0 ≤ r < N we have (using (6.13))
(6.36)
||L˜ns,µh||L2(ν) ≤ ||L˜
Nk
s,µh||L2(ν) · ||L˜s,µ||
r
L2(ν) ≤ (1− ǫ2)
k(1 + ||L˜ℜ(s)||L2(ν))
N .
At this stage we are done, since N is fixed, and since the operator norm
||L˜ℜ(s)||L2(ν) is bounded uniformly when ℜ(s) is varies over bounded inter-
vals, which we have since we assumed |a− δ| < a0. 
Exactly as in [25], Theorem 6.8 will follow from the Lemma:
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Lemma 6.9. Define
∆1 :=
|e−aτN0 (v0(x))Φ−1N0(v0(x))h(v0(x)) + e
−aτN0 (vj (x))Φ−1N0(vj(x))h(vj(x))|
(1− k0η)e
−aτN0 (v0(x))H(v0(x)) + e
−aτN0 (vj(x))H(vj(x))
and
∆2 :=
|e−aτN0 (v0(x))Φ−1N0(v0(x))h(v0(x)) + e
−aτN0 (vj (x))Φ−1N0(vj(x))h(vj(x))|
e−aτN0 (v0(x))H(v0(x)) + (1− k0η)e
−aτN0 (vj(x))H(vj(x))
Then at least one of ∆1, ∆2 is less than or equal to one on at least one of
B2δ5 ǫ˜(x
k
r ), B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r )
This should be read as follows: the numerator represents two summand
terms from the definition of the transfer operator. The denominator (al-
most) represents two summand terms from the definition of the Dolgopyat
operator, with the (1 − η) standing in for βJ . The Lemma says that the
Dolgopyat operator is larger at least somewhere.
Proof. If the first alternative of Lemma 6.5 holds anywhere on B10ǫ˜(x
k
r )
for either v0 or vj then we are done; each of the terms on the top is then
smaller than it’s counterpart on the bottom, and since all the terms in
the denominator are positive reals there is no chance of cancellation there
complicating matters. So assume that
(6.37)
the second alternative of Lemma 6.5 holds for both v0, and v1 on B10ǫ˜(x
k
r ) .
We fix some notation: let j = j(r, k), w1(x) =
h(v0(x))
|h(v0(x))|
∈ V,w2(x) =
h(vj(x))
|h(vj(x))|
, φ1(x) = Φ
(N0)(v0(x)), φ2(x) = Φ
(N0)(vj(x)). We should think of
φj as rapidly oscillating, and wj as slowly oscillating. We now make that
second point precise.
Claim: The vector wj is
δ4||µb||
20 -Lipschitz for j = 1, 2.
This claim is a consequence (and the purpose of) (6.37). We note that
|∇wi(x)| ≤
|∇h(vi(x))| · |∇vj |
|h(vj(x))|
(6.38)
≤
E||µb||H(vj(x))
|h(vj(x))|c0κN
by hypotheses of Theorem 6.8(6.39)
≤
4E||µb||H(vj(x))
H(vj(x))c0κN
by (6.37)(6.40)
≤
4E||µb||
c0κN
(6.41)
≤
δ4||µb||
20
by (6.5)(6.42)
which verifies the claim.
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Some heuristics: the idea is to show that the two summands in the nu-
merator are a long way from parallel near at least one of xkr , y
k
r . In other
words we want to show that at least one of
(6.43) |φ−11 (x
k
r )w1(x
k
r )− φ
−1
2 (x
k
r )w2(x
k
r )|
and
(6.44) |φ−11 (y
k
r )w1(y
k
r )− φ
−1
2 (y
k
r )w2(y
k
r )|
is reasonably large; we’ll then quote Lemma 6.4. More precisely we shall
assume that (6.43) is small and use that fact to conclude that (6.44) is large.
Now try to make the heuristics precise. For the current calculation we
shall write x = xkr and y = y
k
r to ease notation. Compute, assuming that
(6.43) is at most 2δ4ǫ1,
|φ−11 (y)w1(y)− φ
−1
2 (y)w2(y)| ≥ |φ2(y)φ
−1
1 (y)w1(y)− w2(y)|
≥ |φ2(y)φ
−1
1 (y)w1(x)− w2(x)|
−|w1(y)− w1(x)| − |w2(y)− w2(x)|
≥ |w1(x)− φ1(y)φ
−1
2 (y)φ2(x)φ
−1
1 (x)w1(x)|
−|w1(y)− w1(x)| − |w2(y)− w2(x)|
−|φ−11 (x)w1(x)− φ
−1
2 (x)w2(x)|
≥ |φ−11 (x)w1(x)−BPj(y, x)φ
−1
1 (x)w1(x)|
−|w1(y)− w1(x)| − |w2(y)− w2(x)|
−|φ−11 (x)w1(x)− φ
−1
2 (x)w2(x)|
The claim above on Lipschitzness of wj , together with the fact d(x, y) ≤ 5ǫ˜1,
implies |wj(x)− wj(y)| < δ4ǫ1/4. Thus
(6.45)
|φ−11 (y)w1(y)−φ
−1
2 (y)w2(y)| ≥ |φ
−1
1 (x)w1(x)−BPj(y, x)φ
−1
1 (x)w1(x)|−3δ4ǫ1,
since (6.43) was asssumed to be less than 2δ4ǫ1. We write w˜1 = φ
−1
1 (x
k
r )w1(x
k
r ).
Our choice of ykr was exactly supposed to ensure that the BPj term is rea-
sonably large. Let
Y = ∇BPj(·, x
k
r )(y
k
r − x
k
r) ∈ TeMA.
Then
|w˜1 −BPj(y
k
r , x
k
r )w˜1| ≥ |w˜1 − exp(Y )w˜1| − |BPj(y
k
r , x
k
r )w˜1 − exp(Y )w˜1|
≥ |w˜1 − exp(Y )w˜1| − ||µb||d(BPj(y
k
r , x
k
r ), exp(Y ))
≥ |Y · w˜1| − ||µb||
2|Y |2 − ||µb||d(BPj(y
k
r , x
k
r ), exp(Y ))
≥ |Y · w˜1| − ||µb||
2|Y |2 − ||µb|| · ||BPj ||C2(d(x
k
r , y
k
r ))
2
≥ 7δ4ǫ1 − δ4ǫ1 − δ4ǫ1
≥ 5δ4ǫ1.
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We therefore conclude that
|φ−11 (y
k
r )w1(y
k
r )− φ
−1
2 (y
k
r )w2(y
k
r )| ≥ 2δ4ǫ1
as expected. At this stage we should be convinced that
max{|φ−11 (y
k
r )w1(y
k
r )−φ
−1
2 (y
k
r )w2(y
k
r )|, |φ
−1
1 (x
k
r )w1(x
k
r )−φ
−1
2 (x
k
r )w2(x
k
r )|} > 2δ4ǫ1.
For simplicity we assume that the first term is the larger, and claim that
the other possibility is similar.
Claim: Lipschitzness and our choice of small δ5 imply that
|φ−11 (y)w1(y)− φ
−1
1 (y
k
r )w1(y
k
r )| < δ4ǫ1/2
and
|φ−12 (y)w2(y)− φ
−1
2 (y
k
r )w2(y
k
r )| < δ4ǫ1/2
on y ∈ B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ).
From this claim it is easy to see that
|φ−11 (y)w1(y)− φ
−1
2 (y)w2(y)| > δ4ǫ1
for each y ∈ B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ). At this stage we can apply Lemma 6.4 to see that:
at every y ∈ B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ) at least one of ∆1,∆2 is less than or equal to one (the
choice depends on whether the first or second term in the numerator of ∆i
is larger). At this stage we are very nearly done; our only worry is that the
choice of ∆1 versus ∆2 might be different for different points y. Using the
estimate H ∈ KE||µb|| and the small diameter of B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ) one shows that
supy{e
−aτ (N)(vj(y))H(vj(y))}
infy{e−aτ
(N)(vj(y))H(vj(y))}
≤ 2
for any j (the inf and sup are taken over y ∈ B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r )). This, together
with our choice of constant η provides enough wriggle room to absorb the
ambiguity, allowing us to fix the choice of ∆1,∆2 to be that given by y =
ykr . 
Proof of Lemma 6.9 implies Theorem 6.8. Fix h,H as in the Theorem, and
try to construct an appropriate full subset J ⊂ {1, 2}×{1, 2}×{1, . . . , r0}×
{1, . . . , k0}. We use Lemma 6.9. For each r and k:
• if ∆1 ≤ 1 on B2δ5 ǫ˜(x
k
r ) include (1, 1, r, k) in J ;
• else if ∆1 ≤ 1 on B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ) include (1, 1, r, k) in J ;
• else if ∆2 ≤ 1 on B2δ5 ǫ˜(x
k
r ) include (1, 1, r, k) in J ;
• else if ∆2 ≤ 1 on B2δ5 ǫ˜(y
k
r ) include (1, 1, r, k) in J .
The key lemma says that at least one of these conditions must hold, so
the subset J so obtained is full. The first required inequality now follows
by unwrapping the condition on ∆i. The second required condition is a
consequence of Lasota Yorke. This completes the sketch proof. 
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7. Matrix coefficients and the measure of maximal entropy
Exponential mixing for the measure of maximum entropy is a very natu-
ral question from a dynamical viewpoint. For some applications, however,
it is convenient to convert this into a statement about the decay of matrix
coefficients for the G-representation L2(Γ\G). This translation was under-
stood by Roblin in his thesis [29], and effectivized by Oh and Shah [23].
For the reader’s convenience we describe the necessary arguments here. Our
treatment will be very similar to that in [24]. Throughout the section we
assume that
Γ is convex cocompact and Zariski dense.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that the A action on (Γ\G,mBMS) is exponen-
tially mixing in the sense of Theorem 1.1. Then we have exponential decay of
matrix coefficients: there exists η > 0 such that for any compactly supported
functions φ,ψ ∈ C∞(Ω) we have∫
Γ\G
φ(g)ψ(gat)dg = C(φ,ψ)e
δ(Γ)−n+1 +O(e−ηt).
The constant C(φ,ψ) is given explicitly in terms of the Burger-Roblin mea-
sures on Γ\G, and the implied constant may be expressed in terms of appro-
priate Ck norms for φ,ψ and in terms of their supports.
Remark It should be noted that the result would certainly be false (at least
when δ < (n − 1)/2) if we dropped the condition of compact support for
φ,ψ. This is because there are functions living on the flares whose decay
rate is only O(e(n−1)/2). This is the primary difficulty in using representation
theory to study groups with small critical exponent.
7.1. A comment on Ho¨lder functions. We will state and prove our re-
sults here only in the case that φ,ψ are smooth functions. In fact, however,
Ho¨lder regularity will be sufficient for the arguments below. This is use-
ful in the deduction of Corollary 1.4. The naive path to Corollary 1.4 is to
first approximate Ho¨lder functions φ and ψ by smooth functions φǫ, ψǫ, then
apply Theorem 1.3 and set ǫ = e−αt. Unfortunately it’s not so clear that
this works; the error term in passing from φ to φǫ is O(ǫ
θ), which will likely
swamp the main term. Instead one should first deduce Corollary 1.2, then
run this entire section for Ho¨lder functions, and so reach Corollary 1.4 by a
longer but safer path.
7.2. A brief excursion into Patterson-Sullivan theory. We start by
recalling the required aspects of Patterson-Sullivan theory. A Γ-invariant
conformal density of dimension δ is a family of probability measures {µx :
x ∈ ∂(Hn)} on ∂Hn which are mutually absolutely continuous and satisfy
• dµxdµy (ξ) = e
β
ξ (x, y), and
• γ∗µx = µγx.
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It is a theorem of Sullivan [33] that if Γ is convex cocompact then there is
a unique Γ-invariant conformal density µPS of critical dimension δ = δ(Γ).
There is also always a G-invariant density m of dimension (n− 1) obtained
by taking mo to be the K-invariant measure on ∂(H
n).
We denote the unstable and stable horospherical subgroups for A by N+
and N− respectively. Recall the visual maps from G to the boundary ∂(Hn)
defined by g+ := limt→+∞ gat and g
+ := limt→+∞ ga−t. For any g ∈ G
the visual map provides an identification of the horospheres gN± with the
boundary ∂(Hn−{g∓}); note the switch from ± to ∓. This allows us to build
measures on horospheres as follows: for µ a conformal density of dimension
δµ set
dµ˜gN±(n) = e
δµβ(gn)± (o,gn)dµo(gn
±).
Note that these are not finite measures in general. The most important den-
sities for us will be the measures coming from the Patterson-Sullivan den-
sity dµ˜PSgN± and the measures coming from the K invariant density dµ˜
Leb
gN± :=
dm˜gN± . Direct calculation shows that dµ˜
Leb
gN±(n) is indeed Lebesgue measure
on the appropriate horosphere.
7.3. Generalized Bowen-Margulis-Sullivan measures on Γ\G. From
measures on horospheres there is a procedure to construct Γ-invariant mea-
sures on G. For any g0 ∈ G we consider the coordinates
N− ×N+ ×A×M → G
given by multiplication of group elements
(n−, n+, a,m)→ g0n
−n+am.
For a pair µ, ν of Γ-invariant conformal densities of dimensions δµ, δν we can
therefore define the generalized BMS measure on G, which takes a compactly
supported function φ to
(7.1) m˜µ,ν(φ) :=
∫
g0N−
∫
nN+
∫
R
∫
M
φ(hatm)dmdtdνnN+(h)dµg0N−(n).
This is independent of choice of g0, and is Γ invariant on G, so descends to
a measure mµ,ν on Γ\G. The measure is A invariant if and only if δν = δµ.
The BMS measure can be recast as
(7.2) m˜µ,ν(φ) :=
∫
g0N+
∫
hN−
∫
R
∫
M
φ(natm)dmdtdµhN−(n)dνg0N+(h).
This construction recovers some measures that we already care about: the
measure of maximal entropy, for instance, is given by taking µ = ν = µPS.
A choice of µ = ν = m leads to the Haar measure on Γ\G. The other two
natural measures in this setup are then
(7.3) mBR := mµ
PS,m
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and
(7.4) mBR∗ := m
m,µPS
We refer to these as the unstable (respectively stable) Burger-Roblin mea-
sures on Γ\G. They are in some sense the only interesting measures on Γ\G
that are invariant and ergodic for the action of N+ (or respectively N−);
this fact is due to Roblin [29] and described in our current language by [22,
Theorem 2.5]. Note that they are always infinite unless Γ is a lattice, in
which case they coincide with Haar measure on Γ\G.
7.4. Patterson-Sullivan densities on horospheres and doubling prop-
erties. We now return to the delayed proof of Lemma 4.2. This will follow
in a straightforward manner from two facts.
Firstly the measure νi is absolutely continuous (with Radon-Nikodyn
derivatives uniformly bounded both above and below) to the restriction of
the Patterson-Sullivan measure µPSziMN+ on the strong unstable leaf through
zi to Ui. This is clear using the facts that
• the inclusion of Rˆτ into Γ\G/M sends the measure dν×dt of maximal
entropy to the BMS measure,
• the measures νi are obtained by projecting ν from Rˆi onto Uˆi
• the BMS measure can be described in terms of Patterson-Sullivan
measures as in (7.2),
• The Patterson-Sullivan measures satisfy a doubling property.
Secondly the following Lemma holds.
Lemma 7.2. There exists C > 0 such that the following holds: for any i
and any x ∈ Uˆi and any 1 > ǫ > 0 we have
νi(Bǫ(x) ≥ Cµ
PS
ziMN+
(Bǫ(x))
for zi the base point of the rectangle Ri.
In other words for any i, x, and ǫ the intersection of Bǫ(x) with Uˆi is a
reasonably large fraction of Bǫ(x)
Proof. This will follow simply from the relationship between ν and Patterson-
Sullivan measures.
For any k and u ∈ Uˆk we have a holonomy map Hu,k taking Uˆk into the
strong unstable manifold through u. Moreover these maps are all Lipschitz
with uniform Lipschitz bound β independent of j and the choice of u.
We choose α > 0 to be the size our our Markov partition (see subsection
3.1) and choose k minimal such that eτ
(k)(x)ǫ > βα. We note in particular
that eτ
(k)(x)ǫ < βαeα.
Choose j such that σk(x) ∈ Uˆj . We then have a section v : U˜j → U˜i for
σk. In fact this section is given exactly as
y 7→ Hu,j(y) · a−τ (k)(y).
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Now Hu,j(U˜j) has diameter at most β · α, so Y := Hu,j(U˜j) · a−τ (k)(x) ⊂ Uˆi
has diameter less than ǫ. On the other hand x ∈ Y , so Y ⊂ Bǫ(x)∩ Uˆi. Now
write t for τ (k)(x) and bound
νi(Bǫ(x)) ≫ mu
PS
ziMN+
(Y )
= e−δt(y · µPSziatMN+(Y · at)
≫ e−δt(y · µPSzjMN+(Uˆj)
using that invariance properties of Patterson-Sullivan measures on horo-
spheres and continuity of the Busseman function. We therefore have that
νi(Bǫ(x)) is bounded below by some essentially universal constant (indepen-
dent, particularly of x, i, ǫ) times e−δt.
On the other hand
µPSziMN+(Bǫ(x)) = e
−δtµPSziatMN+(Bǫ(x)at)
≥ e−δtµPSziatMN+(Bβαeα(xat))
Now the measure
muPSziatMN+(Bβαeα(xat))
is bounded independently of i and xat, since that it is constrained to vary
within the compact set R given by the union of our partition elements. Our
lemma follows. 
With the Lemma in hand our doubling estimate is now straightforward.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Choose i, x ∈ Uˆi and ǫ > 0. Then
νi(Bǫ(x)) ≥ cµ
PS
ziMN+
(Bǫ(x))
by the lemma. We now apply the doubling property for the Patterson-
Sullivan measure to obtain
νi(Bǫ(x))≫ c˜µ
PS
ziMN+
(B2ǫ(x))≫ cˆνi(B2ǫ(x)).
Since the implied constant does not depend on i, x or ǫ we’re done. 
7.5. Exponential mixing and decay of matrix coefficients. Set
α(g,Λ(Γ)) := inf{|s| : (ghs)
+ ∈ Λ(Γ)}+ inf{|s| : (gns)
− ∈ Λ(Γ)}+ 1
where s → hs is the natural parametrization of N
+ by Rn−1 and similarly
for ns and N
−. For any compact subset Q ⊂ G,
α(Q,Λ(Γ)) := sup
g∈Q
α(g,Λ(Γ)) <∞.
The following theorem implies that Theorem 1.3 can be deduced from
Theorem 1.1. Let π : G→ Γ\G be the canonical projection.
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Theorem 7.3. Let Q ⊂ G be a compact subset. Suppose that there exist
constants r0 ∈ N, cΓ > 0 and ηΓ > 0 such that for any Ψ,Φ ∈ C
r0(Γ\G)
supported on π(Q),
(7.5)∫
Γ\G
Ψ(gat)Φ(g)dm
BMS = m
BMS(Ψ)·mBMS(Φ)
mBMS(Γ\G)
+O(cΓ·||Ψ||Cr0 ||Φ||Cr0 ·e
−ηΓt)
where the implied constant depends only on Q. Then for any Ψ,Φ ∈ C1(Γ\G)
supported on π(Q), as t→ +∞,
(7.6) e(n+1−δ)t
∫
Γ\G
Ψ(gat)Φ(g)dm
Haar
= m
BR(Ψ)·mBR∗(Φ)
mBMS(Γ\G)
+O(cΓ · ||Ψ||Cr0 ||Φ||Cr0 · e
−η′Γt)
where η′Γ > 0 depends on ηΓ and the implied constant depends only on Q
and α(Q,Λ(Γ)).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this fact. The proof
involves effectivizing the original argument of Roblin [29], extended in [31],
[23], [18], while making the dependence of the implied constant on the rele-
vant functions precise.
For ǫ > 0 and a subset S of G, Sǫ denotes the set {s ∈ S : d(s, e) ≤ ǫ}.
Let
P := N−AM.
Then the sets Bǫ := PǫN
+
ǫ , ǫ > 0 form a basis of neighborhoods of e in G.
Proposition 7.4. Fix x ∈ Γ\G and y ∈ xPǫ0 and put φ := Φ|yN+ǫ0
∈
Cr0(yN+ǫ0). Then for t > 1,∫
yN+ǫ0
Ψ(ynat)φ(yn)dµ
PS
yN+(yn) =
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBMS(Ψ)+O(cΓ‖Ψ‖Cr0‖φ‖Cr0 e
−η1t)
where η1 > 0 depends on ηΓ and the implied constant depends only on Q
and α(Q,Λ(Γ)).
Proof. Set R0 := sup{α(g,Λ(Γ)) : g ∈ yN
+
ǫ0} + 2. For ǫ ∈ (0, 1) we may
choose a smooth positive function qǫ supported on yN
+
ǫ0N
−
R0
AǫMǫ such that∫
yhN−
∫
R
∫
M
qǫ(natm)dmdtdµ˜
PS
yhN−(n) = 1
for all h ∈ N+ǫ0 and that ‖qǫ‖Cr0 ≪ ǫ
−ℓ for some positive ℓ. Define a Cr0-
function Φ† supported on yN+ǫ0N
−
R0
AǫMǫ as follows:
Φ†(yhp) := φ(yh)qǫ(yhp).
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We have mBMS(Φ†) = µPSyN+(φ). Now by (7.2) and the hypothesis of Theo-
rem 7.3, we have∫
yN+ǫ0
Ψ(ynat)φ(yn)dµ
PS
yN+(yn) = (1 +O(ǫ+R0e
−t))〈atΨ,Φ
†〉mBMS
= (1 +O(ǫ+R0e
−t))
(
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBMS(Ψ) +O(cΓǫ
−ℓe−ηΓt)
)
=
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBMS(Ψ) +O(ǫ+ cΓǫ
−ℓe−ηΓt +R0e
−t)
where the implied constant depends only on the Cr0-norms of Ψ and φ and
Q. By taking
(7.7) ǫ = e−ηΓt/(ℓ+ηΓ)
and by setting η1 := ηΓ/(ℓ+ ηΓ), we obtain∫
yN+ǫ0
Ψ(ynat)φ(yn)dµ
PS
yN+(yn) =
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBMS(Ψ) +O(cΓR0e
−η1t).
Since R0 is bounded above in terms of α(Q,Λ(Γ)), this proves the claim. 
Equidistribution of the Patterson-Sullivan density on horospheres implies
a weighted equidistribution result for the lebesgue density on horospheres.
Proposition 7.5. Keeping the same notation as in Proposition 7.4 and
(7.3) we have
e(n−1−δ)t
∫
yN+ǫ0
Ψ(ynat)φ(yn)dn =
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBR(Ψ)+O(cΓ‖Ψ‖Cr0‖φ‖Cr0 e
−η1t/2)
where the implied constant depends only on Q and α(Q,Λ(Γ)).
Proof. This is the transverse intersection argument. It is potentially confus-
ing, so we shall try to be careful and precise. We lift Ψ to give a function
ψ on G with compact support in xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
ǫ0 which is contained in a
single fundamental domain. For simplicity we shall assume that ψ, φ are
non-negative.
We’re currently taking integrals with respect to the Lebesgue type mea-
sures and would much rather take them with respect to Patterson-Sullivan
measures whose equidistribution we already understand. We can make this
change at the price of a small error and changing the function ψ somewhat.
That’s our next job.
More precisely, choose R′ large enough that the forward projections
(xnamN+R′)
+ meet the limit set Λ(Γ)
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for all nam in N−ǫ0Aǫ0Mǫ0 , and choose R = R
′+1. Choose a smooth positive
bump function q on N+R with the property that
g(xnam) :=
∫
xnamN+R
q((xnam)−1h)dµPSxnamN+(h) > 0
for all nam in N−ǫ0Aǫ0Mǫ0 . This auxiliary function allows us to modify ψ as
follows: let
k(xnam) :=
∫
xnamN+ǫ0
ψ(xnamh)dµLebxnamN+(h)
and set ψ1 to be the function with compact support on xN
−
ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
R given
by
ψ1(xnamh) :=
k(xnam)q(h)
g(xnam)
.
we observe the following properties of ψ1:
•
∫
zN+R
ψ1(h)dµ
PS
zN+R
(h) = k(z) =
∫
z N
+
ǫ0ψ(h)dµ
Leb
zN+R
(h) for all appropri-
ate z, and consequently;
• mBR(ψ) = mBMS(ψ1).
We fix also one piece of notation: denote by φα,+(g) := suph∈N+α φ(gh) and
write φα,− for the corresponding expression with an infimum. Now calculate:
(∗) :=
∑
Γ
e(n−1−δ)t
∫
yN+
ψ(γnat)φ(n)dµ
Leb
yN+(n)
=
∑
Γ
e−δt
∫
yN+at
ψ(γnat)φ(na−t)dµ
Leb
yN+at
(n)
=
∑
Γ
e−δt
∫
xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
ǫ0
ψ(n)d(γ∗φ(na−t)µ
Leb
yN+at
(n)).
Clearly the summation need only be taken over those γ for which the inter-
section γ ∈ Γ : γyatN
+ ∩ xPǫ0 is non-empty. For every such γ let zγ be the
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(unique) intersection point. We have
(∗) =
∑
zγ
e−δt
∫
xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
ǫ0
ψ(n)φ(γ−1na−t)µ
Leb
zγN+
(n))
≤
∑
zγ
e−δt
∫
xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
ǫ0
ψ(n)φǫ0e−t,+(γ
−1zγa−t)µ
Leb
zγN+
(n))
=
∑
zγ
e−δt
∫
xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
R
ψ1(n)φǫ0e−t,+(γ
−1zγa−t)µ
PS
zγN+
(n))
≤
∑
zγ
e−δt
∫
xN−ǫ0Aǫ0MN
+
R
ψ1(n)φ(ǫ0+R)e−t,+(γ
−1na−t)µ
PS
zγN+
(n))
=
∑
Γ
∫
yN+
ψ1(γnat)φ(ǫ0+R)e−t,+(n)dµ
PS
yN+(n)
We now apply equidistribution for the Patterson-Sullivan measure on un-
stable leaves; let ψ˜1 be the function on Γ\G obtained by summing ψ1 over
Γ orbits. Then, using the fact that
(∗) ≤
µPSyN+(φ(ǫ0+R)e−t,+)
|mBMS|
mBMS(ψ˜1) +O(cΓ‖ψ˜1‖Cr0‖φ(ǫ0+R)e−t,+‖Cr0e
−η1t/2)
≤
µPSyN+(φ)
|mBMS|
mBR(ψ) +O(cΓ‖ψ‖Cr0‖φ‖Cr0 e
−η1t/2)
by changing the implied constant. In fact, to be really precise we should
replace φ(ǫ0+R)e−t,+ by an appropriate smooth function before applying
equidistribution. We assert that this is not hard.

The decay of matrix coefficients is a straightforward consequence of propo-
sitions 7.4 and 7.5. First note by a partition of unity argument that we
may consider functions Φ, Ψ supported on xBǫ0/2, yBǫ0/2. We note that
dmHaar(pn) = dpdn where dp is a left Haar measure on P (which is equiva-
lent to the Lebesgue measure), and hence∫
Γ\G
Ψ(xat)Φ(x)dm
Haar(x) =
∫
xp∈zPǫ0
∫
xpN+ǫ0
Ψ(xpnat)Φ(xpn)dndp.
Hence applying Propositions 7.4 and 7.5 for each y = xp ∈ xPǫ0 , we
deduce that
e(n−1−δ)t
∫
Γ\G
Ψ(xat)Φ(x)dm
Haar(x)
=
∫
xp∈xPǫ0
(
mBR(Ψ)µPS
xpN+
(Φ|
xpN+ǫ0
)
|mBMS|
+O(cΓ‖Ψ‖Cr0‖Φ|xpN+ǫ0
‖Cr0e
−η1t/2)
)
dp
= m
BR(Ψ)mBR∗(Φ)
|mBMS|
+O(cΓ‖Ψ‖Cr0‖Φ‖Cr0e
−η1t/2)
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as required.
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